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In ferromagnetic materials, all magnetic moments sitting on
individual atoms point in the same direction and can be
switched by running an electrical current through a nearby

electromagnet. This is the principle of recording in ferromagnetic
media used from the 19th century magnetic wire recorders to
today’s hard-drives. Magnetic storage has remained viable
throughout its entire history and today is the key technology
providing the virtually unlimited data space on the internet.
To keep it viable, the 19th century inductive coils were
first removed from the readout and replaced by the 20th century
spin-based magneto-resistive technology1. Twenty first century
physics brought yet another revolution by eliminating the
electromagnetic induction from the writing process in magnetic
memory chips and replacing it with the spin–torque
phenomenon1. In the non-relativistic version of the effect,
switching of the recording ferromagnet is achieved by
electrically transferring spins from a fixed reference permanent
magnet. In the recently discovered relativistic version of the spin
torque2–5, the reference magnet is eliminated and the switching is
triggered by the internal transfer from the linear momentum to
the spin angular momentum under the applied writing current6.
The complete absence of electromagnets or reference permanent
magnets in this most advanced physical scheme for writing in
ferromagnetic spintronics has served as the key for introducing
the physical concept7 for the efficient control of magnetic
moments in antiferromagnets (AFs) that underpins our work.

In their simplest form, compensated AFs have north poles of
half of the microscopic atomic moments pointing in one direction
and the other half in the opposite direction. This makes the
external magnetic field inefficient for switching magnetic
moments in AFs. Instead, our devices rely on the recently
dicovered special form of the relativistic spin torque7,8. When
driving a macroscopic electrical current through certain AF
crystals whose magnetic atoms occupy inversion-partner lattice
sites (for example, in AF CuMnAs or Mn2Au), a local relativistic

field is generated which points in the opposite direction on
magnetic atoms with opposite magnetic moments. The staggered
relativistic field is then as efficient in switching the AF as a
conventional uniform magnetic field in switching a ferromagnet.
This reverses the traditionally sceptical perception of the utility of
AFs in microelectronics and opens avenues for spintronics
research and applications9–12.

In the present paper we focus on the multi-level switching
characteristics of the memory bit-cells patterned into an
elementary cross-shape geometry from a single metallic layer of
the CuMnAs AF deposited on a III–V or Si substrate. The
multiple-stability, reflecting series of reproducible, electrically
controlled domain reconfigurations13, is not favourable for
maximizing the retention and the bit-cell size scalability.
However, in combination with the simplicity of the bit-cell
geometry and unique features of AFs stemming from their zero
net moment, the multi-level nature may provide additional
functionalities, such as a pulse counter, with a utility in
future specialized embedded memory-logic components in the
‘More than Moore’14 internet of things (IoT) applications. The
endurance, retention, and the bit-size scalability are important
parameters governing the development of bistable ferromagnetic
bit-cells for non-volatile magnetic random access memories
(MRAMs). Outside the realm of high-density main computer
memories, the requirements on these parameters might be less
stringent as long as the memories have other merits suitable for
the specific embedded applications. In particular, the components
we perceive are multi-level AF bit-cell chips with each bit-cell
integrating memory and pulse-counter functionalities.

Results
Overview. In the first and second parts of the paper we focus
on the response of our bit-cells to electrical pulses in the
microsecond to millisecond range. To highlight the realistic
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Figure 1 | Antiferromagnetic microelectronic memory device. (a) Scanning transmission electron microscopy image in the [100]–[001] plane of the
CuMnAs epilayer grown on a GaP substrate. (b) Optical microscopy image of the device containing Au contact pads (light) and the AF CuMnAs
cross-shape bit cell on the GaP substrate (dark). Scale bar length is 2 mm. (c) Picture of the PCB with the chip containing the AF bit cell and the input
write-pulse signals (red dots) and output readout signals (blue dots) sent via a USB computer interface.
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… so what’s behind that AFM memory?

prospect of transferring the only very recent scientific discovery8

of the electrical control of AFs from laboratory experiments to
future practical IoT applications, we start in the first part by
describing our implementation of the multi-level CuMnAs
bit-cell in a standard printed circuit board (PCB). In the
following part we present systematic data on the memory-counter
characteristics as a function of the pulse length, duty cycle, and
integrated pulse-time. In the third part of the paper we extend the
measurements to pulse lengths scaled down to a B100 ps range.
These are the limiting pulse lengths accessible electrically and we
demonstrate a reproducible memory-counter functionality with
B1,000 pulses. All combined, our elementary-shape micron-size bit
cells can act as a multi-level memory-counter over the entire range
of electrical pulse lengths downscaled to B100 ps. Finally, in the
discussion section, we summarize the prospects of future research
and applications of the AF spin-orbit torque devices.

Antiferromagnetic bit cell in a USB-connected device. Figures 1
and 2 provide an overview of the basic characteristics of our AF

CuMnAs memory cells. For the purpose of the present study the
cell has a cross shape, 2 mm in size (Fig. 1b), patterned by electron
beam lithography and reactive ion etching from a 60 nm thick,
single-crystal CuMnAs film (Fig. 1a). The material shown
here was grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on a GaP
substrate15. We recall that, besides basic research, MBE is widely
used in the manufacture of microelectronic devices, in particular
for mobile technologies. We also note that GaP is lattice matched
to Si and that, as shown below, high quality CuMnAs films can be
deposited on both GaP and Si at temperatures between 220 and
300 !C, that is, well below the CMOS circuit tolerance limit which
is typically above 400 !C. Our CuMnAs films are metallic with a
conductivity of 5–8! 103O" 1 cm" 1. The cell write/read signals
can be sent at ambient conditions using a standard PCB
connected to a personal computer via a USB interface (Fig. 1c).

Writing current pulses, depicted by red arrows in Fig. 2a, are
sent through the four contacts of the bit-cell to generate current
lines in the central region of the cross along either the [100] or
[010] CuMnAs crystal axis. The writing current pulses give
preference to domains with AF moments aligned perpendicular
to the current lines7,8, as shown schematically in Fig. 2a by the
white double-arrows. Electrical readout is performed by running
the probe current along one of the arms of the cross (blue arrow
in Fig. 2a) and by measuring the AF transverse anisotropic
magnetoresistance (planar Hall effect) across the other arm8,16.
We note that ohmic anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) of
comparable magnitude to our CuMnAs films13 was also utilized
in the first generation of MRAM integrated circuits using thin-
film uniaxial ferromagnets and bridge formation in the read
circuitry, comprising reference and storing cells, for eliminating
thermal and noise effects11,17,18.

The simplicity of the circuitry sufficient to operate the AF bit-
cell is highlighted in Fig. 2b. Apart from the CuMnAs memory
chip it contains only standard transistors and a microcontroller,
powered by a 5 V USB 2.0 socket, for sending the write/read
voltage signals. The device operates at ambient conditions and
shows highly reproducible multi-level switching signals with a
single readout step and no additional output data processing.

Examples of different write-pulse sequences and corresponding
multi-level readout signals obtained with our proof-of-concept
USB device are shown in Fig. 2c,d. In one case a symmetric
pulsing was applied, repeating four pulses with current lines along
the [100] direction followed by four pulses with current lines
along the [010] direction. In the second case, the four pulses with
current lines along the [100] direction are followed by fifty pulses
with current lines along the [010] direction. The results illustrate
a deterministic multi-level switching of the CuMnAs bit cell.

A complementary study performed at the Diamond Light
Source directly associated the electrical switching signal in a
CuMnAs cross structure with 10mm wide arms with the AF
moment reorientations within multiple domains of sub-micron
dimensions13. In the experiment, several pairs of orthogonal,
50 ms writing pulses were applied and the corresponding domain
reconfigurations were detected by means of the photoemission
electron microscopy (PEEM) with contrast enabled by x-ray
magnetic linear dichroism (XMLD). The observed spatially-
averaged XMLD-PEEM signal correlated well with the measured
AMR which also represented a magnetoresistance signal
averaged over many domains. On a sub-micron scale, however,
the XMLD-PEEM images showed a non-uniformity with
domains responding significantly stronger or weaker to the
writing pulses than the spatial average. Consistently, when several
successive writing pulses were applied along the same direction,
the increasing AMR signal of the multi-level bit cell again
correlated well with the increased number of switched domains as
observed in the XMLD-PEEM13.
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Figure 2 | Antiferromagnetic multi-level memory bit-cell. (a) The readout
current (blue arrow) and transverse voltage detection geometry; write pulse
current lines (red arrows) labelled ‘1’ and ‘0’ and the corresponding
preferred AF moment orientations (white double-arrows). (b) Schematics
of the circuitry controlling the write/read functions. Microcontroller (MC)
supplies the AF bit-cell circuit through its adjustable voltage output VOUT;
different writing and reading configurations are realized by switching
transistors T1 to T6 controlled by digital outputs P1 to P6 of the MC;
transversal voltage is sensed differentially by analogue voltage inputs VIN1

and VIN2 of the MC. GND labels ground. (c) A symmetric pulsing with
repeated four write pulses with current lines along the [100] direction
labelled ‘0’ followed by four pulses with current lines along the [010]
direction labelled ‘1’ (red dots); corresponding readout signals (blue dots).
(d) Same as (c) with the four ‘0’ write pulses followed by fifty ‘1’ pulses. All
measurements were performed at room temperature.
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thermal and noise effects11,17,18.
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powered by a 5 V USB 2.0 socket, for sending the write/read
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Source directly associated the electrical switching signal in a
CuMnAs cross structure with 10mm wide arms with the AF
moment reorientations within multiple domains of sub-micron
dimensions13. In the experiment, several pairs of orthogonal,
50 ms writing pulses were applied and the corresponding domain
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AMR which also represented a magnetoresistance signal
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Figure 2 | Antiferromagnetic multi-level memory bit-cell. (a) The readout
current (blue arrow) and transverse voltage detection geometry; write pulse
current lines (red arrows) labelled ‘1’ and ‘0’ and the corresponding
preferred AF moment orientations (white double-arrows). (b) Schematics
of the circuitry controlling the write/read functions. Microcontroller (MC)
supplies the AF bit-cell circuit through its adjustable voltage output VOUT;
different writing and reading configurations are realized by switching
transistors T1 to T6 controlled by digital outputs P1 to P6 of the MC;
transversal voltage is sensed differentially by analogue voltage inputs VIN1

and VIN2 of the MC. GND labels ground. (c) A symmetric pulsing with
repeated four write pulses with current lines along the [100] direction
labelled ‘0’ followed by four pulses with current lines along the [010]
direction labelled ‘1’ (red dots); corresponding readout signals (blue dots).
(d) Same as (c) with the four ‘0’ write pulses followed by fifty ‘1’ pulses. All
measurements were performed at room temperature.
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… actually a memristor
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Electronic structure calculations 

The electronic structure of CuMnAs was obtained by the Jülich density functional 
theory code FLEUR which is an implementation of the full-potential linearized 
augmented plane-wave method (35). In Fig. 1D we plot the resulting components of the 
in-plane current induced field transverse to the magnetic moments at spin-sublattices A 
and B as a function of the in-plane magnetic moment angle ϕ measured from the x-axis 
([100] crystal direction). The electrical current of 107 Acm-2 is applied along the x-axis or 
the y-axis. 
 

X-ray magnetic linear dichroism and photoemission electron microscopy 
 

 

Figure S1. X-ray magnetic linear dichroism photoemission electron microscopy 
(XMLD-PEEM) images of CuMnAs. (A) Schematic diagram of the experimental 
device with incident beam and polarisation direction depicted. (B) 15 µm x-ray 
absorption image of the central region (dashed box in panel D ). (C) 5 µm XMLD-PEEM 
image of a part of the central region (blue box in panel B) before pulsing.  (D) Optical 
microscope image of the cross-structure used in the XMLD-PEEM experiment. The 
black/red arrow labelled Jwrite shows the path of the current pulses. (E) 13 µm XMLD-
PEEM image of the central region (red box in panel B) after three 50 ms pulses of 
amplitude 6 × 106 Acm-2. (F) Same as panel E with the detail within a 4 µm square at the 
top arm (yellow box in panel E). (G) Same as panel E with the detail within a 4 µm 
square at the right arm (green box in panel E). 
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(theoretically)

lattice can be divided into two sublattices, which, individu-
ally, have broken inversion symmetry and form inversion
partners [32]. Each sublattice gives opposite inverse spin
galvanic effects, resulting in the NSOT field. The range of
materials in which the relativistic current-induced torques
can occur is therefore not restricted to FMs and, moreover,
is not restricted to crystals with global broken inversion
symmetry. In Mn2Au, the inversion partner sublattices
coincide with the two AFM spin sublattices, which makes
the material an attractive candidate for observing the NSOT.
In AFMs where the two spin sublattices do not form

inversion partners a NSOT can still occur. We illustrate
it below in a 2D square lattice where the same broken
inversion symmetry term in the Hamiltonian is shared by
both spin sublattices. Here the resulting NSOT is analogous
to the intrinsic antidamping SOT recently observed in
broken bulk inversion symmetry FMs [27].
Models and methods.—In Mn2Au we diagonalized a

microscopicmultiorbital tight-bindingHamiltonian to obtain
the energy spectrum and eigenfunctions used in our transport
calculations. The form of the tight-binding Hamiltonian
was obtained following the procedure for bimetallic alloys
described in Ref. [33]. The accuracy of the tight-binding
energy spectrum is confirmed in Fig. 1(b) by comparing the
electronic structure to the ab initio density-functional theory
(DFT) calculations.
The other model structure comprises a 2D AFM square

lattice with Rashba spin-orbit coupling due to the broken
structural inversion symmetry and is relevant, e.g., to
common experimental geometries in which a thin AFM
film is interfaced with another layer. The model is sketched
in Fig. 2(a) and its Hamiltonian is given by

H ¼
X

hiji
Jdd ~Si · ~Sj þHtb þHR þ

X

i

Jsd~s · ~Si: ð1Þ

Here Jdd is the local moment (e.g., d orbital) exchange
constant, Jsd is the local moment–carrier (e.g., d and s
orbitals) exchange constant, Htb is the tight binding
Hamiltonian for the carriers, and HR is the Rashba spin-
orbit interaction in a 2D system, given by

HR ¼ VSO

X

i

½ðc†i↑ciþδx↓ − c†i↓ciþδx↑Þ

−iðc†i↑ciþδy↓ þ c†i↓ciþδy↑Þ þ H:c:&; ð2Þ

where VSO represents the spin-orbit coupling strength, and
δx, δy label the nearest neighbors direction.
The current-induced nonequilibrium spin density δ~s can

be calculated via the Kubo linear response [19],

δ~s ¼ ℏ
2πL2

Re
X

~kαβ

ð~sÞαβðe~E · ~vÞβα½GA
~kα
GR

~kβ
− GR

~kα
GR

~kβ
&; ð3Þ

where the Green’s functions are GR
~kα
ðEÞjE¼EF

≡GR
~kα

¼
1=ðEF − E~kα þ iΓÞ, with the property GA ¼ ðGRÞ'. Here,
L is the dimension of the 2D system, e is the charge of
electron, ~E is the applied electric field, EF is the Fermi
energy, E~kα is the energy spectrum, and Γ is the spectral

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Mn2Au crystal structure and anti-
ferromagnetic ordering. The two spin sublattices have broken
inversion symmetry as illustrated by the red and purple colors. The
full crystal is centrosymmetric around the Au atom as also
highlighted in the figure. (b) Total, sublattice, and spin projected
density of states from the ab initio calculation and for the tight-
binding Hamiltonian model.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) 2D AFM square lattice model with
Rashba spin-orbit coupling. (b),(c) Band structure and the spin-
resolved density of states projected in each sublattice for the
AFM state. (d),(e) Band structure and the spin-resolved density of
states for the FM state. Here the hopping parameter tN ¼ 3.0 eV,
Jsd ¼ 1.0 eV, and VSO ¼ 0.1 eV.
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density of states from the ab initio calculation and for the tight-
binding Hamiltonian model.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) 2D AFM square lattice model with
Rashba spin-orbit coupling. (b),(c) Band structure and the spin-
resolved density of states projected in each sublattice for the
AFM state. (d),(e) Band structure and the spin-resolved density of
states for the FM state. Here the hopping parameter tN ¼ 3.0 eV,
Jsd ¼ 1.0 eV, and VSO ¼ 0.1 eV.
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… so what’s behind that AFM memory?

broadening thatmodels the effect of disorder. For smallΓ, we
can separate the total δ~s into the intraband and interband
contributions, with the intraband term given by

δ~sintra ¼ eEℏ
2Γ

Z
d3k
ð2πÞ3

X

α

ð~sÞ~kαðvIÞ~kαδðE~kα − EFÞ: ð4Þ

Here ð~sÞ~kα denotes the expectation value of the carrier spin,
and ðvIÞ~kα the velocity component along the current direc-
tion. This intraband contribution in the Kubo formalism
is equivalent to the Boltzmann transport theory expression
[14–16,19,21] and, similar to the charge conductivity,
δ~sintra ∼ 1=Γ.
The interband contribution dominating in the clean limit

of Γ → 0 is given by [19]

δ~sinter ¼ ℏ
L2

X

~kα≠β

ðf~kα − f~kβÞIm½ð~sÞαβðe~E · ~vÞβα%

×
ðE~kα − E~kβÞ

2 − Γ2

½ðE~kα − E~kβÞ
2 þ Γ2%2

: ð5Þ

Here, the labels α and β correspond to different bands, and
f~kα;β is the Fermi distribution function.
Results in Mn2Au.—In Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) we show the

Γ-independent intraband NSOT field per applied current for
Mn2Au. It is evaluated from Eq. (4) and projected on each
sublattice, assuming AFM spin-axis rotation in the [100]-
[010] plane (ϕ ¼ 0 corresponds to the [100] spin-axis
direction) and in the [110]-[001] plane (θ ¼ 0 corresponds to
the [110] easy-spin axis inMn2Au). Current is applied along
the [100] direction and the NSOT field is obtained from the
nonequilibrium spin density considering a typical exchange-
coupling energy scale in transition metals ∼1 eV [34].
NSOT fields on each sublattice are nonzero and have

opposite sign. The largest component is in the [100]-[010]
plane in the direction perpendicular to the applied current
for all AFM spin-axis directions. The magnitude of the
NSOT field in the Mn2Au AFM is comparable to the
counterpart SOT fields observed in FM transition metal
structures. Note that for current along the [001] direction
the resulting NSOT field is zero.
The results imply that this intraband NSOT is an AFM

counterpart of the inverse spin galvanic effect [35], or the
intraband, fieldlike, SOT [14–22,25], observed previously
in broken inversion-symmetry, spin-orbit coupled para-
magnets or FMs. We illustrate in Fig. 3(a) how these
current induced nonequilibrium fields arise in structures
with broken inversion symmetry. Here we choose the case
of a Rashba spin-orbit coupled 2D system for simplicity.
The electric field induces an asymmetric nonequilibrium
distribution function of carrier eigenstates and as a result a
net polarization ensues that depends on the scattering time,
hence its link to extrinsic scattering origin. In magnets, the
nonequilibrium carrier spin density acts on magnetic

moments as an effective magnetic field when carrier spins
are exchange coupled to the magnetic moments.
The full lattice of the Mn2Au crystal has an inversion

symmetry and the first expectation would be that there is no
current-induced spin density. However, the lattice is formed
by two sublattices, which, individually, have broken inver-
sion symmetry and form inversion partners along the [001]
axis. These coincide with the spin sublattices of the AFM
ground state in Mn2Au, as highlighted in Fig. 1(a). The two
sublattices forming the inversion partners in the Mn2Au
crystal are at the origin of the observed intraband NSOT.
Results in the model 2D Rashba AFM.—Since both spin

sublattices experience the same inversion symmetry break-
ing Rashba field in our 2D AFM model, the intraband
contribution to the current induced spin polarization has
the same sign on both spin sublattices, i.e., is not staggered.
A NSOT field is found, however, when evaluating the
interband term δ~sinter from Eq. (5). The Néel-order current-
induced field components projected on each sublattice are
shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) for the AFM spin-axis rotation

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Schematics of the intraband, inverse
spin galvanic effect in a model Rashba system. The left panel
represents the equilibrium distribution of spins (red arrows); the
right panel shows the nonequilibrium redistribution resulting in a
net in-plane spin polarization (thick red arrow) perpendicular to
the current (green arrow). (b) Intraband NSOT field inMn2Au as a
function of the in-plane spin-axis angle. The sublattice index A or
B and component of the field x, y, or z ([100], [010], [001]) are
shown for each curve. (c) Same as (b) for the out-of-plane spin-
axis angle. (d) Schematics of the intrinsic interband contribution
to the nonequilibrium spin polarization. In equilibrium all spins
are approximately aligned with the exchange field, which is
considered to be stronger than the Rashba field. A nonequilibrium
in-plane Rashba field (purple arrows) aligned perpendicular to
the applied current causes an out-of-plane tilt of the carrier
spins on the shifted Fermi surface. (e),(f) Interband NSOT fields
as a function of spin-axis angles in the 2D Rashba AFM for
Γ ¼ 0.01 eV andEF ¼ −2 eV. Other parameters of the model are
as in Fig. 2 In all panels the current is along the [100] axis.
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|Ic0.P-AP| ≠ |Ic0.AP-P| due to spin accumulation in
the spin valve and the MTJ magnetoresistance
behavior, respectively. The equivalence of the two
critical currents for a SHE-ST switching device
could be a major technical advantage. From our
measured values of |Ic0| and using Eq. 1 with
m0Meff = 0.76 T (32), we determine JS/Je for
this device to be 0.12 T 0.04 (32), in accord with
our two other spin Hall angle measurements. We
note that our three determinations of JS/Je are
consistent for FM layer thicknesses ranging from
1 to 4 nm and are not sensitive to whether the FM
layer is magnetized in plane or out of plane.

Technology applications. Improvements to
this initial three-terminal SHE device can be very
reasonably expected to result in substantial
reductions in the switching currents for thermally
stable nanomagnets. By reducing the width of the
Ta microstrip to be equal to the dimension of the
long axis of the nanopillar, we can easily decrease
Ic0 by a factor of 3 without affecting thermal sta-
bility. A further reduction in Ic0 could be achieved
by reducing the demagnetization field of the FM
free layer from 700 mT to ≤100 mT (37, 38).
With such improvements, Ic0 could be reduced to
<100 mA, at which point the three-terminal SHE
devices would be competitive with the efficiency

of conventional ST switching in optimized MTJs
(31, 33, 39) while providing the added advantage
of a separation between the low-impedance switch-
ing (write) process and high-impedance sensing
(read) process. This separation solves the reliability
challenges that presently limit applications based
onconventional two-terminalMTJswhile alsogiving
improved output signals. Other three-terminal spin-
torque devices based on conventional spin-filtering
have been demonstrated previously (40–43), but
the SHE-ST design can provide better spin-torque
efficiency and is much easier to fabricate. More-
over, the discovery of materials with even larger
values of the spin Hall angle than in b-Ta could
also add to the competitiveness of the SHE-ST.
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Fig. 3. Spin Hall effect–induced switching for an in-plane magnetized nanomagnet at room
temperature. (A) Schematic of the three-terminal SHE devices and the circuit for measurements. The
direction of the spin Hall spin transfer torque is not the same as in Fig. 1A because the CoFeB layer now
lies above the Ta rather than below. (B) TMR minor loop of the MTJ as a function of the external applied
field Bext applied in-plane along the long axis of the sample. (Inset) TMR major loop of the device. (C)
TMR of the device as a function of applied dc current IDC. An in-plane external field of –3.5 mT is
applied to set the device at the center of the minor loop. (D) Switching currents as a function of the
ramp rate for sweeping current. Red squares indicate switching from AP to P; blue triangles indicate
switching from P to AP. Solid lines represent linear fits of switching current versus log(ramp rate). Error
bars are smaller than the symbol size.
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the spin valve and the MTJ magnetoresistance
behavior, respectively. The equivalence of the two
critical currents for a SHE-ST switching device
could be a major technical advantage. From our
measured values of |Ic0| and using Eq. 1 with
m0Meff = 0.76 T (32), we determine JS/Je for
this device to be 0.12 T 0.04 (32), in accord with
our two other spin Hall angle measurements. We
note that our three determinations of JS/Je are
consistent for FM layer thicknesses ranging from
1 to 4 nm and are not sensitive to whether the FM
layer is magnetized in plane or out of plane.

Technology applications. Improvements to
this initial three-terminal SHE device can be very
reasonably expected to result in substantial
reductions in the switching currents for thermally
stable nanomagnets. By reducing the width of the
Ta microstrip to be equal to the dimension of the
long axis of the nanopillar, we can easily decrease
Ic0 by a factor of 3 without affecting thermal sta-
bility. A further reduction in Ic0 could be achieved
by reducing the demagnetization field of the FM
free layer from 700 mT to ≤100 mT (37, 38).
With such improvements, Ic0 could be reduced to
<100 mA, at which point the three-terminal SHE
devices would be competitive with the efficiency

of conventional ST switching in optimized MTJs
(31, 33, 39) while providing the added advantage
of a separation between the low-impedance switch-
ing (write) process and high-impedance sensing
(read) process. This separation solves the reliability
challenges that presently limit applications based
onconventional two-terminalMTJswhile alsogiving
improved output signals. Other three-terminal spin-
torque devices based on conventional spin-filtering
have been demonstrated previously (40–43), but
the SHE-ST design can provide better spin-torque
efficiency and is much easier to fabricate. More-
over, the discovery of materials with even larger
values of the spin Hall angle than in b-Ta could
also add to the competitiveness of the SHE-ST.
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Fig. 3. Spin Hall effect–induced switching for an in-plane magnetized nanomagnet at room
temperature. (A) Schematic of the three-terminal SHE devices and the circuit for measurements. The
direction of the spin Hall spin transfer torque is not the same as in Fig. 1A because the CoFeB layer now
lies above the Ta rather than below. (B) TMR minor loop of the MTJ as a function of the external applied
field Bext applied in-plane along the long axis of the sample. (Inset) TMR major loop of the device. (C)
TMR of the device as a function of applied dc current IDC. An in-plane external field of –3.5 mT is
applied to set the device at the center of the minor loop. (D) Switching currents as a function of the
ramp rate for sweeping current. Red squares indicate switching from AP to P; blue triangles indicate
switching from P to AP. Solid lines represent linear fits of switching current versus log(ramp rate). Error
bars are smaller than the symbol size.
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Current-induced spin-orbit torque - for ferromagnets

Edelstein effect…
�S = �E

3

FIG. 1: Fermi surfaces and spin textures in a system with (a)
time reversal, (b) inversion asymmetry.

We use a four-band model for the holes in ferromag-
netic semiconductors. The Hamiltonian of the system
is

H = HKL +Hpd +Hstrain, (8)

where the first term is the Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian,
the second is the exchange coupling and the third is
the strain Hamiltonian. The four band Kohn-Luttinger
Hamiltonian is

HKL = ~2k2

2m0

�
�1 +

5
2�2

⇥
I4 � ~2

m0
�3 (k · J)2

+ ~2

m0
(�3 � �2)

�
k2xJ

2
x + k2yJ

2
y + k2zJ

2
z

⇥
.

(9)

Here, k is the momentum of the holes, m0 is the electron
mass, �1,2,3 are the Luttinger parameters, I4 is the 4⇤ 4
identity matrix and J = (Jx, Jy, Jz) are the 4⇤4 spin ma-
trices of the holes. The exchange coupling between the
holes and the d-electrons localized on Mn ions responsi-
ble for magnetism in GaMnAs is given by the exchange
Hamiltonian

Hexch = JpdSMnNMn�̂ · S, (10)

where Jpd is the exchange coupling strength, NMn is the
Mn ions concentration and the hole spin J = 3S, while
the Mn spin is SMn = 5/2. The angle �̂ gives the ori-
entation of the magnetization in the system. The strain
Hamiltonian is

Hstrain = �b

⇧⇤
J2
x � J2

3

⌅
⇤xx + c.p.

⌃

+C4 [Jx (⇤yy � ⇤zz) kx + c.p.] (11)

+C4 [⇤xy(kyJx � kxJy) + c.p.]

where ⇤ij is the stress tensor, b is the axial deformation
potential and C4 gives the magnitude of the momentum-
dependent strain. In a typical situation of pure growth
strain (⇤xy = 0) we use the notation ⇤xx = ⇤yy = 0,

⇤zz = e0. The first term of the strain Hamiltonian
is momentum independent. The other two terms are
momentum-dependent and they are believed to be es-
sential for the generation of CITs.14,15 The second term
has a Dresselhaus symmetry and the third has a Rashba
symmetry. These symmetries pertain to the resulting
CIT too, but this non-trivial statement deserves a closer
attention.

B. Intraband terms — simple case

With all necessary ingredients at hand, let us start
investigating the CIF. First, we look at the intraband
terms which dominate in clean systems (admittedly, this
assumption is not well satisfied in (Ga,Mn)As and we
will discuss appropriate corrections later). According to
Eq. (5), magnitude of the intraband terms is proportional
to E and hole mobility µ = e⇧/m⇥. We further focus on
the ”nontrivial” dependences.

1. Magnetization dependence and symmetry

Experiments typically focus on the CIF dependence
on the current direction, assuming that CIF does not de-
pend on the magnetization direction. Let us examine the
validity of this assumption (within our model, of course).
In Fig. 2, we show CIF calculated using Eq. (5) for an
exemplar system with hole density p = 2.0 nm�3 and
Mn content x = 9%. The spin texture in panel A shows
the CIF as a function of �̂ assuming electric field along
[100]. Although some dependence on �̂ both in the di-
rection and magnitude of the CIF (as shown lower on
the same panel) is clearly seen, on average, the induced
field points in the [100] direction and the whole infor-
mation of panel A can be reasonably collapsed into the
single arrow marked ’A’ at the bottom of Fig. 2. This
arrow represents the average CIF for ⌫E along [100]. Sim-
ilar procedure can be repeated for ⌫E along [010] where
the average CIF points along [01̄0]. If we express the
two average CIFs as (Ehxx, 0) and (0, Ehyy), Eq. (5) im-
plies that the CIF for arbitrary (in-plane) orientation of
electric field equals ⌫E ·(hxx, hyy). The resulting ”Dressel-
haus symmetry pattern” at the bottom of Fig. 5 agrees
with experimental finding.14 We note that by symmetry
of Eq. (5), ⇥Hintra will always remain in-plane as long as
both �̂ and ⌫E do.

Dependence of CIF on the magnitude of magnetization
is even weaker than on its direction. In an attempt to
scan the range of relevant system parameters, we show
in Fig. 3 the dependence of CIF on the hole densities for
several di⇥erent values of Jex as implied by various NMn

in Eq. (10). These Mn concentrations corresponding to
x = 2, 5, and 9% leave the CIF virtually una⇥ected.

+
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ky
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Z
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simplest example: Rashba-Bychkov 
spin-orbit int. (sol. st. comm. 73, 233)
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FIG. 1: Fermi surfaces and spin textures in a system with (a)
time reversal, (b) inversion asymmetry.

We use a four-band model for the holes in ferromag-
netic semiconductors. The Hamiltonian of the system
is

H = HKL +Hpd +Hstrain, (8)

where the first term is the Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian,
the second is the exchange coupling and the third is
the strain Hamiltonian. The four band Kohn-Luttinger
Hamiltonian is

HKL = ~2k2

2m0
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Here, k is the momentum of the holes, m0 is the electron
mass, �1,2,3 are the Luttinger parameters, I4 is the 4⇤ 4
identity matrix and J = (Jx, Jy, Jz) are the 4⇤4 spin ma-
trices of the holes. The exchange coupling between the
holes and the d-electrons localized on Mn ions responsi-
ble for magnetism in GaMnAs is given by the exchange
Hamiltonian

Hexch = JpdSMnNMn�̂ · S, (10)

where Jpd is the exchange coupling strength, NMn is the
Mn ions concentration and the hole spin J = 3S, while
the Mn spin is SMn = 5/2. The angle �̂ gives the ori-
entation of the magnetization in the system. The strain
Hamiltonian is

Hstrain = �b

⇧⇤
J2
x � J2

3

⌅
⇤xx + c.p.

⌃

+C4 [Jx (⇤yy � ⇤zz) kx + c.p.] (11)

+C4 [⇤xy(kyJx � kxJy) + c.p.]

where ⇤ij is the stress tensor, b is the axial deformation
potential and C4 gives the magnitude of the momentum-
dependent strain. In a typical situation of pure growth
strain (⇤xy = 0) we use the notation ⇤xx = ⇤yy = 0,

⇤zz = e0. The first term of the strain Hamiltonian
is momentum independent. The other two terms are
momentum-dependent and they are believed to be es-
sential for the generation of CITs.14,15 The second term
has a Dresselhaus symmetry and the third has a Rashba
symmetry. These symmetries pertain to the resulting
CIT too, but this non-trivial statement deserves a closer
attention.

B. Intraband terms — simple case

With all necessary ingredients at hand, let us start
investigating the CIF. First, we look at the intraband
terms which dominate in clean systems (admittedly, this
assumption is not well satisfied in (Ga,Mn)As and we
will discuss appropriate corrections later). According to
Eq. (5), magnitude of the intraband terms is proportional
to E and hole mobility µ = e⇧/m⇥. We further focus on
the ”nontrivial” dependences.

1. Magnetization dependence and symmetry

Experiments typically focus on the CIF dependence
on the current direction, assuming that CIF does not de-
pend on the magnetization direction. Let us examine the
validity of this assumption (within our model, of course).
In Fig. 2, we show CIF calculated using Eq. (5) for an
exemplar system with hole density p = 2.0 nm�3 and
Mn content x = 9%. The spin texture in panel A shows
the CIF as a function of �̂ assuming electric field along
[100]. Although some dependence on �̂ both in the di-
rection and magnitude of the CIF (as shown lower on
the same panel) is clearly seen, on average, the induced
field points in the [100] direction and the whole infor-
mation of panel A can be reasonably collapsed into the
single arrow marked ’A’ at the bottom of Fig. 2. This
arrow represents the average CIF for ⌫E along [100]. Sim-
ilar procedure can be repeated for ⌫E along [010] where
the average CIF points along [01̄0]. If we express the
two average CIFs as (Ehxx, 0) and (0, Ehyy), Eq. (5) im-
plies that the CIF for arbitrary (in-plane) orientation of
electric field equals ⌫E ·(hxx, hyy). The resulting ”Dressel-
haus symmetry pattern” at the bottom of Fig. 5 agrees
with experimental finding.14 We note that by symmetry
of Eq. (5), ⇥Hintra will always remain in-plane as long as
both �̂ and ⌫E do.

Dependence of CIF on the magnitude of magnetization
is even weaker than on its direction. In an attempt to
scan the range of relevant system parameters, we show
in Fig. 3 the dependence of CIF on the hole densities for
several di⇥erent values of Jex as implied by various NMn

in Eq. (10). These Mn concentrations corresponding to
x = 2, 5, and 9% leave the CIF virtually una⇥ected.
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band k·p Hamiltonian.12 This 20-band Hamiltonian was
built from the 14!14 Hamiltonian,17 adding an s-symmetry
band 12 eV under the top of the valence band and two s*
levels to obtain nonmonotonic bands and give access to X, ",
or L valleys in the first conduction band. As these s* levels
were not sufficient to describe simultaneously the L point
and the # effective masses, the contribution of d levels was
mimicked via Luttinger-like parameters which played a part
in the #7C and #8C levels and in the #7V and #8V levels by
second-order perturbations. It explains why Luttinger param-
eters could not be obtained directly from the matrix ele-
ments, contrary to the k·p 30-band method.
Taking into account strain can be made as in Ref. 18. The

same strain Hamiltonian with five parameters has to be
added to the 30!30 Hamiltonian used for bulk semiconduc-
tors.

III. BAND DIAGRAMS OF Si, Ge, AND GaAs

After having built the 30!30 Hamiltonian, we now give
the parameters used in our k·p calculation and describe the
results for Si, Ge, and GaAs. The k=0 energies are presented
in Table II. The left part of this table is known;16 for the right
part of Table II, we take the same values as in Ref. 5 for Si
and Ge. For GaAs, these levels are unknown but Cardona
and Pollak5 explain how to obtain an estimation of these
energies, knowing the form factors used in pseudopotential
calculations19 and assuming that only the pseudopotential in-
teraction between the 30 plane-waves states is important.
Anyway, the k=0 upper energy levels chosen are not key

parameter by themselves: the important data are the couples
energy level/matrix element. Briefly speaking, the k=0 en-
ergy levels are first fixed from Ref. 5 and the matrix elements
are then adjusted to obtain the band diagram; as a result there
are 10 (18) adjustable parameters in Oh!Td".
After having chosen the unknown k=0 energy levels, the

key parameters are the matrix elements. Here, they were first
estimated at the center of the Brillouin zone, especially for
the valence band to obtain Luttinger parameters, and for the
first conduction band for Ge and GaAs, then at the extrema X
and L and finally to respect the continuity between U#1, 14 ,

1
4$

and K#0, 34 ,
3
4$ equivalent points of the Brillouin zone. This

continuity is not obtained by construction as in pseudopoten-
tial or LCAO: on the contrary, it is the strongest numerical
difficulty of this method. Figures 3–5 show the band struc-
tures of Si, Ge, and GaAs obtained with our k·p model.
Numerical results are given in Table III. The band structure
is well reproduced on a width of about 11 eV: it describes
correctly the valence band over a 6 eV scale (see Fig. 6) and
the lowest four conduction bands over a 4 eV scale in four
directions namely #X, #L, #K, XU. All the spin-orbit param-
eters were taken null except "so and "C.16
The 30-band method represents a great improvement of

the k·p method compared to the 20-band Hamiltonian whose
extension was only 1 eV for the valence band and 3 eV for
the conduction band.12 This 20-band method was built to
take into account the d level effects without directly consid-
ering this level in the Hamiltonian. The present calculation
shows that taking into account the real d levels with their

TABLE III. Matrix elements of the momentum p: energies EPj
!!" and matrix elements Pj

!!" are linked by
EPj

!!"= !2m0 /$2"#Pj
!!"$2. Pj

!!" are defined in the text (Sec. III) and in Figs. 2 and 3.

eV Ge Si GaAs eV Ge Si GaAs

Ep 24.60 19.96 22.37 EPd 0.0051 1.193 0.010
EPX 17.65 14.81 16.79 EPXd 12.23 7.491 4.344
EP3 5.212 4.475 4.916 EP3d 15.76 9.856 8.888
EP2 2.510 3.993 6.280 EP2d 27.59 20.76 23.15
EPS 1.071 1.092 2.434 EPU 17.84 16.36 19.63
EP! 0.0656 EPd! ,EP3! ,EP2! ,EPS! ,EPU! ,EPSd! ,EPUd! 0

FIG. 4. Band diagram of Ge at T=0 K. FIG. 5. Band diagram of GaAs at T=0 K.
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SOT in a ferromagnet
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• example: dilute magnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As,
   critical temperature up to ~190 K

• carriers (   ) coupled to magnetic moments (    )

• on the mean-field level, magnetisation                    feels 
   spin polarization which acts like effective field
• non-equilibrium spin polarization: 
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   magnetisation described by
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unpolarized spin-orbit coupled carriers from polarized mag-
netic impurities, or !c" via anisotropic scattering of partially
polarized carriers which does not require a magnetic charac-
ter of the scatterers. Transport calculations must of course
always include an account of scattering but it is its aniso-
tropy that is disregarded within mechanism !a"; in mecha-
nisms !b" and !c" it is in turn the anisotropy of the group
velocities that is neglected !a more detailed discussion is
presented in Sec. II C". We point out that the mechanisms !a"
and !c" represent a situation where both fundamental ingre-
dients of the AMR !SOI and magnetization" are present in
the same states of the band structure. The SOI is necessary
for AMR to occur but, at the same time, it weakens the effect
of magnetization so that weaker AMR may be expected
whenever the mechanisms !a" or !c" dominate. On the other
hand, in mechanism !b", the SOI in an unpolarized carrier
band can be strong while the magnetization of the impurities
remains at 100%. Consequently, very large AMR can arise if
this mechanism is important.11

We show in this paper that metallic !Ga,Mn"As is a favor-
able system for the purposes of studying AMR. Not only
because of its relatively simple !effective" Hamiltonian !de-
scribed in Sec. II" and the dominance of the AMR mecha-
nism !b", but also because of the way the AMR model can be
simplified !as shown in Sec. III" down to analytical formulae
revealing the basic AMR trends !see Sec. IV". This analysis
is our main result together with the detailed explanation of
the AMR sign in !Ga,Mn"As !resistance parallel to magneti-
zation is smaller than perpendicular to magnetization" which
is observed experimentally8,9,12–18 and is opposite to most
magnetic metals.19,20 The results in Sec. IV include analyti-
cally evaluated anisotropic conductivity on several levels of
model complexity, and the most simplified model allows to
clearly identify the physical mechanism that determines the
sign of the AMR in !Ga,Mn"As. Our approach21 is based on
the relaxation-time approximation !RTA" and it would be
desirable to put the present results into more precise terms by
exactly solving the Boltzmann equation in its full integral
form as the authors did for the simpler Rashba system
recently.11,22 Although this solution is presently not available,
we explain in a short discussion at the end of Sec. IV that the
RTA reproduces at least the basic features of the AMR as
presented in this work.

II. BASIC MODEL OF AMR IN METALLIC (GA,MN)AS

Three principal ingredients, described in Secs. II A–II C,
are necessary to model the conductivity and its magnetic
anisotropy: !A" The band structure yielding the spectrum and
wave functions, !B" the scattering mechanism, and !C" a
transport formalism which combines the former two and pro-
duces the conductivity tensor. Given that we base our ap-
proach to !C" on relaxation-time approximate solution to the
semiclassical Boltzmann equation, we basically need the
Fermi velocities derived from the band dispersions, and the
relaxation times calculated from the spectrum, wave func-
tions and the relevant form of the impurity potential.

A. Virtual-crystal kinetic-exchange model of (Ga,Mn)As bands

The valence-band kinetic-exchange model of !Ga,Mn"As
with metallic conductivities is an established qualitative and

often semiquantitative theoretical approach.7,23 The descrip-
tion is based on the canonical Schrieffer-Wolff transforma-
tion of the Anderson Hamiltonian24 which for !Ga,Mn"As
replaces hybridization of Mn d orbitals with As and Ga sp
orbitals by an effective spin-spin interaction of !L=0; S
=5 /2" local moments with host valence-band states. This
step proves essential to effectively separate the different
AMR mechanisms !a,b,c", symbolized in Fig. 1, because—
except for the spin-spin interaction which will be treated as
we review below—it completely detaches the Mn states from
the spin-orbit coupled host-valence-band states. These
valence-band states are conveniently parametrized by the
Luttinger parameters !1 ,!2 ,!3 and spin-orbit splitting "SO in
the six-band Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian25–27 HKL. The local
interaction between Mn magnetic moments SI !located at RI"
and valence hole spins s !at r", being at the root of the
carrier-mediated ferromagnetism in !Ga,Mn"As, is the ki-
netic exchange and it is described by single parameter7,28 Jpd.
In order to model the band structure of !Ga,Mn"As including
disorder electrical potential V associated with the Mn mag-
netic moments, we treat the Hamiltonian

H = HKL + Vdis = HKL + Jpd#
I

SI · s#!r − RI" + #
I

V!r − RI"

!1"

by the virtual-crystal mean-field26 approximation, whence
we get the single-particle Hamiltonian !in momentum repre-
sentation" of the !Ga,Mn"As valence band

H = HKL + hêM · s . !2"

Here, êM stands for the unit vector in the direction of the
mean-field magnetization, h=JpdNMnSMn, and the magnetic
moment of Mn is SMn=5 /2. In this paper, we will only con-
sider substitutional Mn with volume density NMn as in opti-
mally annealed samples,29 and assume zero temperature. In
the band-structure model, we thus disregard the randomness
in the Mn distribution over the crystal and the ensuing spatial
inhomogeneity of the exchange interaction, and also we
completely ignore the disorder defined by the electrical po-
tential V in Eq. !1" of every single substitutional Mn which is
an ionized acceptor. Within this approximation, the effect of
the Mn atoms present in the crystal is reduced only to the
effective Zeeman-like term in Eq. !2" due to the kinetic ex-
change of the valence holes with the Mn d states. Explicit
form of the k-dependent 6$6 matrix HKL in a convenient
basis is given e.g. by Eq. !A8" of the first of Ref. 26.

As we are aiming at a simple model of the noncrystalline
AMR component only, we will treat HKL in the spherical
approximation, implemented by setting !2 ,!3 to their aver-
age value.25 In this approximation the dispersion of all six
valence bands becomes isotropic in the absence of the
kinetic-exchange field. The 6$6 Hamiltonian !2" can be di-
agonalized numerically and provide the valence bands En!k"
of !Ga,Mn"As which are split by the exchange field h. The
index n labels the two heavy-hole bands !n=1,2", two light-
hole bands !n=3,4", both of the %8 symmetry and total an-
gular momentum J=3 /2 in the %-point, and two split-off
bands !n=5,6" with the %7 symmetry and J=1 /2 in the %

VÝBORNÝ et al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 80, 165204 !2009"

165204-2

simplest example: Rashba-Bychkov 
spin-orbit int. (sol. st. comm. 73, 233)

Phil. Tr. R. Soc. London A 369, 3175
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to a fieldlike torque generated by ISGE [31]. However, it
has been recently proposed that the incomplete absorption
of the SHE-induced spin current by the ferromagnet (or,
equivalently, the nonvanishing imaginary part of the interfacial
spin mixing conductance) may result in a fieldlike STT
component [31]. Similarly, in the context of ISGE-induced
SOT, recent theories have suggested that spin relaxation
and dephasing may also lead to a correction in the SOT
in the form of a anti-damping-like component [11–14].
In Refs. [12] and [13], the anti-damping-like SOT term
arises from the electron-scattering-induced spin relaxation.
In Ref. [31], the semiclassical diffusion formalism was used,
whereas in Refs. [11] and [14], the anti-damping-like SOT is
obtained within a quantum kinetic formalism. It is ascribed
to spin-dependent carrier lifetimes [11] or to a term arising
from the weak-diffusion limit, which in the leading order is
proportional to a constant carrier lifetime [14].

Intriguing material dependence of the SOTs has been
unraveled in various experiments keeping the debate on the
origin of these components open [22–27]. The difficulty in
determining the physical origin of the torques partly lies in the
complexity of the ultrathin bilayer considered, involving both
bulk and interfacial transport in the current-in-plane config-
uration. First-principles calculations have indeed pointed out
the significant sensitivity of the torques to the nature of the
interfaces [32].

In a recent publication, Kurebayashi et al. [33] investigated
the SOT in a bulk DMS. They observed a large anti-damping-
like torque that is not ascribed to the SHE since no adjacent
spin-orbit-coupled paramagnet is present. It was then proposed
that such a torque has a scattering-independent origin in the
Berry curvature of the band structure, in a similar spirit as the
intrinsic SHE was introduced about ten years ago [34,35].

In this paper, we present a systematic theoretical study of
SOTs arising from the ISGE and Berry curvature mechanisms
in a spin-independent relaxation time approximation. We focus
our attention on the current-driven spin-orbit field (called the
SOT field), hso, producing the spin-orbit torque T = M × hso.
This SOT field has an in-plane component of the ISGE
origin [29] hso

∥ = τFLuso [i.e., lying in the (m,uso) plane
and producing an out-of-plane torque] and also an intrinsic
contribution arising from interband transitions. The latter [33]
produces an out-of-plane field of the form hso

⊥ = τDLuso × m
[i.e., lying perpendicular to the (m,uso) plane]. Analytical
expressions are obtained in the model case of a magnetic
Rashba two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG), while numer-
ical calculations are performed on DMSs described by the
kinetic-exchange Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian [36]. Paramet-
ric dependencies of the different torque components and simi-
larities to the analytical results of the Rashba two-dimensional
electron gas in the weak disorder limit are described.

II. NONEQUILIBRIUM SPIN DENSITY: INTRABAND AND
INTERBAND CONTRIBUTIONS IN KUBO FORMULA

In the present study, we start from a general single-particle
Hamiltonian

Ĥsys = Ĥ0 + ĤSOC + Ĥex + Vimp(r) − eE · r̂, (1)

where the first term includes the spin-independent kinetic and
potential energies of the particle, the second term denotes
the coupling between the carrier spin and its orbital angular
momentum, and the third one represents the interaction
between the spin of the carrier and the magnetization of the
ferromagnetic system. Below, we refer to these first three
terms as the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian. The fourth
term is the impurity potential and the fifth term is the electric
field applied through the system. Impurities are treated within
the constant relaxation time approximation while the electric
field is treated within the framework of the linear response
theory. As discussed below, this electric field has two distinct
effects on the electronic system: (i) it modifies the carrier
distribution function from its equilibrium Fermi-Dirac form
and (ii) it distorts the carrier wave functions. The former leads
to intraband ISGE contributions, while the latter is responsible
for the interband (Berry curvature) contribution. To calculate
the SOT field, we evaluate first the nonequilibrium spin density
δS using the Kubo formula

δS = e!
2πV

Re
!

k,a,b

⟨ψka|ŝ|ψkb⟩⟨ψkb|E · v̂|ψka⟩

×
"
GR

kaG
A
kb − GR

kaG
R
kb

#
, (2)

where GR
ka = (GA

ka)∗ = 1/(EF − Eka + i%), EF is the Fermi
energy, Eka is the energy dispersion of band a, V is the system
volume, and % is the spectral broadening due to the finite
lifetime of the particle in the presence of impurities. The
Bloch state |ψka⟩ in band a can be found by diagonalizing
the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1). This
expression contains both intraband (a = b) and interband
(a ̸= b) contributions to the nonequilibrium spin density.
Numerical results in Sec. IV B are calculated with the above
equation.

In order to understand the numerical results, Eq. (2) can
be rewritten [37] as δS = δSintra + δSinter

1 + δSinter
2 when weak

impurity scattering (namely, small spectral broadening, % →
0) is assumed. The three contributions are

δSintra = 1
V

e!
2%

!

k,a

⟨ψka|ŝ|ψka⟩⟨ψka|E · v̂|ψka⟩
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V

!
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Im[⟨ψka|ŝ|ψkb⟩⟨ψkb|E · v̂|ψka⟩]
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The first term, Eq. (3), is the intraband (a = b) contribution
arising from the perturbation of the carrier distribution function
by the electric field. It is proportional to the momentum
scattering time (τ = !/2%) and is therefore an extrinsic
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to a fieldlike torque generated by ISGE [31]. However, it
has been recently proposed that the incomplete absorption
of the SHE-induced spin current by the ferromagnet (or,
equivalently, the nonvanishing imaginary part of the interfacial
spin mixing conductance) may result in a fieldlike STT
component [31]. Similarly, in the context of ISGE-induced
SOT, recent theories have suggested that spin relaxation
and dephasing may also lead to a correction in the SOT
in the form of a anti-damping-like component [11–14].
In Refs. [12] and [13], the anti-damping-like SOT term
arises from the electron-scattering-induced spin relaxation.
In Ref. [31], the semiclassical diffusion formalism was used,
whereas in Refs. [11] and [14], the anti-damping-like SOT is
obtained within a quantum kinetic formalism. It is ascribed
to spin-dependent carrier lifetimes [11] or to a term arising
from the weak-diffusion limit, which in the leading order is
proportional to a constant carrier lifetime [14].

Intriguing material dependence of the SOTs has been
unraveled in various experiments keeping the debate on the
origin of these components open [22–27]. The difficulty in
determining the physical origin of the torques partly lies in the
complexity of the ultrathin bilayer considered, involving both
bulk and interfacial transport in the current-in-plane config-
uration. First-principles calculations have indeed pointed out
the significant sensitivity of the torques to the nature of the
interfaces [32].

In a recent publication, Kurebayashi et al. [33] investigated
the SOT in a bulk DMS. They observed a large anti-damping-
like torque that is not ascribed to the SHE since no adjacent
spin-orbit-coupled paramagnet is present. It was then proposed
that such a torque has a scattering-independent origin in the
Berry curvature of the band structure, in a similar spirit as the
intrinsic SHE was introduced about ten years ago [34,35].

In this paper, we present a systematic theoretical study of
SOTs arising from the ISGE and Berry curvature mechanisms
in a spin-independent relaxation time approximation. We focus
our attention on the current-driven spin-orbit field (called the
SOT field), hso, producing the spin-orbit torque T = M × hso.
This SOT field has an in-plane component of the ISGE
origin [29] hso

∥ = τFLuso [i.e., lying in the (m,uso) plane
and producing an out-of-plane torque] and also an intrinsic
contribution arising from interband transitions. The latter [33]
produces an out-of-plane field of the form hso

⊥ = τDLuso × m
[i.e., lying perpendicular to the (m,uso) plane]. Analytical
expressions are obtained in the model case of a magnetic
Rashba two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG), while numer-
ical calculations are performed on DMSs described by the
kinetic-exchange Kohn-Luttinger Hamiltonian [36]. Paramet-
ric dependencies of the different torque components and simi-
larities to the analytical results of the Rashba two-dimensional
electron gas in the weak disorder limit are described.

II. NONEQUILIBRIUM SPIN DENSITY: INTRABAND AND
INTERBAND CONTRIBUTIONS IN KUBO FORMULA

In the present study, we start from a general single-particle
Hamiltonian

Ĥsys = Ĥ0 + ĤSOC + Ĥex + Vimp(r) − eE · r̂, (1)

where the first term includes the spin-independent kinetic and
potential energies of the particle, the second term denotes
the coupling between the carrier spin and its orbital angular
momentum, and the third one represents the interaction
between the spin of the carrier and the magnetization of the
ferromagnetic system. Below, we refer to these first three
terms as the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian. The fourth
term is the impurity potential and the fifth term is the electric
field applied through the system. Impurities are treated within
the constant relaxation time approximation while the electric
field is treated within the framework of the linear response
theory. As discussed below, this electric field has two distinct
effects on the electronic system: (i) it modifies the carrier
distribution function from its equilibrium Fermi-Dirac form
and (ii) it distorts the carrier wave functions. The former leads
to intraband ISGE contributions, while the latter is responsible
for the interband (Berry curvature) contribution. To calculate
the SOT field, we evaluate first the nonequilibrium spin density
δS using the Kubo formula
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#
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where GR
ka = (GA

ka)∗ = 1/(EF − Eka + i%), EF is the Fermi
energy, Eka is the energy dispersion of band a, V is the system
volume, and % is the spectral broadening due to the finite
lifetime of the particle in the presence of impurities. The
Bloch state |ψka⟩ in band a can be found by diagonalizing
the unperturbed part of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1). This
expression contains both intraband (a = b) and interband
(a ̸= b) contributions to the nonequilibrium spin density.
Numerical results in Sec. IV B are calculated with the above
equation.

In order to understand the numerical results, Eq. (2) can
be rewritten [37] as δS = δSintra + δSinter

1 + δSinter
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0) is assumed. The three contributions are
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The first term, Eq. (3), is the intraband (a = b) contribution
arising from the perturbation of the carrier distribution function
by the electric field. It is proportional to the momentum
scattering time (τ = !/2%) and is therefore an extrinsic
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ferromagnetic Rashba 2DEG described by Eqs. (16) and (17).
The out-of-plane component hinter

⊥ converges to a finite value
when ! vanishes, indicating the intrinsic character of this part
of the SOT field. These results are consistent with the analytical
solutions obtained in Eqs. (13)–(15) in the ferromagnetic
Rashba 2DEG and weak scattering limit. It is worth noticing
that this dependence on spectral broadening holds over a wide
range of ! in the case of intraband contribution [see inset in
Fig. 2(a)], while it breaks down already for ! equal to few
meV for the interband contributions.

2. Ferromagnetic splitting

The band structure of (Ga,Mn)As changes with the Mn
doping that would, in the absence of the SOI, lead to a
rigid mutual shift of the majority- and minority-spin bands.
Such ferromagnetic splitting would be proportional to Jex =
JpdNMnSa and we can distinguish two limiting situations in a
system where the SOI is present: Eso ≪ Jex and Eso ≫ Jex.
In view of the analytical results presented in Sec. III, it is
meaningful to take Eso = αkF in the Rashba 2D system. For
each component of the nonequilibrium spin-density δSintra,
δSinter

1 , δSinter
2 , there is a transition between different types

of behavior in the two limits. For example, the out-of-plane
component of the SOT field h changes from the ∝J 2

ex
behavior in the αkF ≫ Jex limit implied by Eq. (12) into
a Jex-independent behavior in the opposite αkF ≪ Jex limit
implied by Eq. (15). We checked that this transition occurs
also in the numerical calculations across a range of Jex values.

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) Intraband and (b),(c) interband SOT
field as a function of exchange interaction Jex = JpdNMn. Varied
values of Jex can be understood as a proxy to different Mn doping
concentrations, e.g., x = 5% corresponds to Jex = 0.06 eV, the
spectral broadening is set to 50 meV, and other parameters are the
same as in Fig. 2.

Contrary to the Rashba 2D system, the situation is more
complicated in (Ga,Mn)As because of the additional SOI terms
in Eq. (19). Due to their mutual competition, it is not obvious
what should be taken for the effective spin-orbit strength Eso.
Looking at the Jex dependence of the individual SOT field
components in Fig. 3, we nevertheless recognize similarities
to the Eso ≫ Jex limit behavior of the Rashba 2D system. To
some extent, this is a surprising finding since the disorder
broadening used for calculations in Fig. 3 is quite large
(! = 50 meV), better corresponding to realistic (Ga,Mn)As
samples but further away from the assumptions used to derive
the analytical results presented in Sec. III. When Jex is small,
both hintra

∥ and hinter
∥ are proportional to Jex as seen in Eqs. (10)

and (11), respectively. On the other hand, hinter
⊥ ∝ J 2

ex in the
bottom panel of Fig. 3, which is reminiscent of Eq. (12). No
similarities to the Rashba 2D system behavior of the opposite
limit (Eso ≪ Jex) are found in our calculations for (Ga,Mn)As.

3. Hole concentration

We display in Fig. 4 the SOT field as a function of the
hole density for different magnitudes of the lattice-mismatch
strain ϵzz. First of all, we notice that the SOT field components
increase linearly with the strain. Second, increase of the hole
concentration results in an increase in the in-plane SOT field h∥
approximatively following a p1/3 law, as shown in Figs. 4(a)
and 4(b). This is consistent with Eq. (17) in Ref. [6] in the
case of the intraband component. Interestingly, the in-plane

FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) Intraband and (b),(c) interband SOT
field as a function of hole concentration for different lattice-mismatch
strain ϵzz. Inset in (c): interband SOT field in the parabolic model.
The dashed lines in panel (a) are calculated using Eq. (17) in Ref. [6]
and follow a p1/3 law. Parameters are the same as in Fig. 3 except for
JpdNMn fixed to a value corresponding to Mn doping x = 5%.
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intraband interband

Figure 2b plots the frequency dependence of the resonance field
Hres, which fits well to a modified Kittel formula (see equation (3)
in the Methods). The FMR linewidth (DH¼ DHinhomoþ av/g)
describes the damping in the ferromagnetic system. The broadband
nature of the setup allows us to determine the inhomogeneous
(2.5 mT) and frequency-dependent contributions to the damping
(Fig. 2c) corresponding to a Gilbert damping constant of
a¼ 0.023. Using a vector field cryostat, we also performed
the SO-FMR measurements for different orientations of the external
magnetic field. In Fig. 2d we present the data from an in-plane scan
of the magnetic field, showing that there is a strong uniaxial aniso-
tropy perpendicular to the bar direction. By analysing the peak
positions (Fig. 2e) using equation (3), we quantify the anisotropy
fields and find m0H2∥¼2180 mT (uniaxial) and m0H4∥¼ 68 mT
(biaxial). In addition to the FMR signal, we also note the presence
of a non-resonant, angle-dependent background signal (Fig. 2d)
owing to a bolometric or thermoelectric effect.

To characterize SO-FMR it is necessary to understand the direc-
tion and amplitude of the effective field heff that drives magnetiza-
tion precession. We are able to perform vector magnetometry on
the driving field from the angle dependence of the amplitude of
the FMR peak2,3. For a vector driving field heff(t)¼ (hx , hy, hz)eivt

in phase with the microwave current I(t)¼ (I, 0, 0)eivt, the
amplitudes of the two components of the FMR peak are (see
Supplementary Information for the derivation)

Vsym(u) =
IDR

2
Asym sin(2u)hz (1)

Vasy(u) =
IDR

2
Aasy sin(2u)(hx sin u+ hy cos u) (2)

where DR is the non-crystalline AMR coefficient of the ferromag-
netic sample, u is the angle between the applied field H0 and the
current I, and Asym(asy) are constants determined by the magnetic
anisotropies. Hence, by decomposing the resonance lineshape
into Vsym and Vasy, and by measurements of the AMR and

magnetic anisotropies, we are able to deduce the components
of heff. In the Supplementary Information, we verify this vector
magnetometry technique in a sample where FMR is driven by
the microwave magnetic field from a short-circuited waveguide.

No component of Vsym is seen to behave as sin(2u), indicating
that the driving field heff is predominantly in-plane. Accordingly,
we restrict our discussion to Vasy (a comparison of Vasy and Vsym
is found in the Supplementary Information). Figure 3a shows the
angle dependence of Vasy for a 500-nm-wide (Ga,Mn)As bar
patterned in the [11̄0] direction. We see that Vasy(u) comprises a
2sin(2u)cos(u) term, indicating that the driving field is perpendicu-
lar to I. In a [110] device (Fig. 3a) the amplitude of Vasy has opposite
sign, indicating that the driving field has reversed. For nanobars
along [100] and [010] (Fig. 3b), the Vasy curve is a superposition
of sin(2u)sin(u) and sin(2u)cos(u) functions, showing that
the driving field consists of components both parallel and per-
pendicular to I.

These data are most clearly seen by plotting the dependence of
the magnitude and direction of the effective field on the current
(nanobar) orientation (Fig. 3c). Two contributions to the driving
field are observed, with different symmetry, heff¼ hDþ hR.
Quantitative microscopic understanding of these contributions is
provided by calculations that are described in detail in the
Supplementary Information. The theory links the SO-FMR
driving fields to the inversion-symmetry-breaking terms in the
relativistic 3D Hamiltonian of the ferromagnetic semiconductor,
HC4 = C4

!
i Jiki(ei+1 i+1 − ei+2 i+2) + C4

!
i(Jiki+1 − Ji+1ki)ei i+1

(refs 5,19). These terms originate from the combined effects of
inversion asymmetry of the bulk zinc-blende lattice and uniform
strain. Here J is the hole total angular momentum operator, k is
the wavevector, e is the strain tensor and C4 ≈ 0.5 eV nm for the
GaAs semiconductor host. The first term in HC4, which yields
hD, is present in our samples owing to the substrate–ferromagnet
lattice matching growth strain, exx¼ eyy = ezz. It depends only on
the in-plane (x and y) components of the angular momentum
and wavevector and, up to a prefactor, is identical to the
Dresselhaus SO Hamiltonian of a 2D electron gas. As expected
from the model, our experimental data (Fig. 3c,d) show that hD
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Figure 2 | Spin–orbit-driven ferromagnetic resonance. a, Vdc measured at 8, 10 and 12 GHz (symbols) on the 80-nm-wide device. The resonance peaks are
clearly observed and can be well described by the solution to the LLG equation (for example equation (32) in ref. 16). Solid lines are the fitted results. The
difference in the signal level at different frequencies is caused by the frequency-dependent attenuation of the microwave circuit. b, Resonance field Hres as a
function of microwave frequency. The red solid line is the fitted results to equation (3). c, Frequency dependence of the FMR linewidth DH. The data are
fitted to a straight line to extract DHinhomo and a. d, Vdc measured from in-plane rotational scans of the external field H0. The colour scale represents the
magnitude of the voltage. w is the angle between the magnetization vector M and the [100] crystalline axis. e, Angle plot of the resonance field Hres. The red
line is a fitting curve to equations (3) and (4) to calculate the magnetic anisotropy.
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to tensile ((Ga,Mn)(As,P)). The second term in HC4 yields the
observed hR if it takes a form analogous to the 2D Rashba SO
Hamiltonian, that is, if exy¼ eyx = 0. This shear strain is not phys-
ically present in the crystal structure of ferromagnetic semiconduc-
tor epilayers. It has been introduced, however, in previous studies to
model the in-plane uniaxial anisotropy present in (Ga,Mn)As, and
the values of this effective off-diagonal strain are typically several
times smaller than the diagonal, growth-induced strain20. This is
consistent with the observed smaller magnitude of hR¼ 6.5 mT than
hD¼ 18 mT (values given at j¼ 1× 105 A cm22). Furthermore,
hR may contain a contribution from the Oersted field (discussed
in the Supplementary Information). Both hD and hR are measured
to be linear in current density (Fig. 3e,f ). This measurement was
performed for bars in the [100] direction, where it is possible to
independently resolve contributions to hR and hD. We observe a
larger magnitude of hD at a given current density in the
(Ga,Mn)(As,P) nanobars. This is explained by the larger magnitude
of the growth strain and larger resistivity (larger E at given j) of
(Ga,Mn)(As,P) as compared with the (Ga,Mn)As film21.

We now demonstrate that SO-FMR can be applied to compara-
tive investigations of nanobars where the anisotropies differ from
bulk values22–25. We first compare the effect of strain relaxation
between 500 nm bars under compressive ((Ga,Mn)As) and tensile
((Ga,Mn)(As,P)) growth strain. The in-plane anisotropies are
studied; although (Ga,Mn)(As,P) is out-of-plane magnetized21,
the applied field H0 brings the magnetization into plane. In
(Ga,Mn)As we observe an additional uniaxial contribution to the
anisotropy (m0HU¼ 32 mT) along the bar (Fig. 4a,c) with a magni-
tude similar to previous reports22,24,25. In contrast, in the
(Ga,Mn)(As,P) nanobar (Fig. 4b,c) the sign of the uniaxial aniso-
tropy (m0HU¼230.5 mT) has reversed and the easy axis is now
perpendicular to the bar. This can be understood in terms of the
sign of the strain relaxation: these materials become magnetically
easier in the direction of most compressive (least tensile) strain.
So when the tensile strain of the (Ga,Mn)(As,P) nanobar relaxes,
it introduces an easy axis perpendicular to the bar. Furthermore,
we measured (Ga,Mn)(As,P) bars of different widths (Fig. 4e) and
observed a decrease in the strain-relaxation-induced anisotropy
from the 80 nm bar (m0HU¼2270 mT) to the 500 nm bar
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out-of-plane non-equilibrium spin density Sz. Our model calcu-
lations in the two-dimensional ferromagnet with Rashba spin–
orbit coupling showed that Sz in the intrinsic SOT is proportional
to the strength of the spin–orbit coupling and inversely proportional
to the strength of the exchange field of the ferromagnet. We can
compare this dependence on the spin–orbit and exchange couplings
with the phenomenology of the competing SHE–STT mechanism.
In ref. 37, it was shown that the intrinsic SHE current is pro-
portional to the strength of the spin–orbit coupling in the paramag-
netic 4d, 5d transition metals. The non-equilibrim spin density
generating the adiabatic (antidamping) STT is proportional to the
spin-density injection rate from the external polarizer and inversely
proportional to the strength of the exchange field in the ferromag-
net47–49. In the SHE–STT, the role of the spin-density injection
rate from the external polarizer is played by the spin current gener-
ated by the SHE in the paramagnet. For the intrinsic
SHE/antidamping (adiabatic) STT we can then conclude that it is
generated by the non-equilibrium spin polarization, which is pro-
portional to the spin–orbit strength in the paramagnet and inversely
proportional to the exchange-field strength in the ferromagnet. For
the intrinsic SOT we inferred the same proportionality to the spin–
orbit strength and inverse proportionality to the exchange-field
strength, but the SOT is considered to act within the few atomic
layers forming the broken inversion-symmetry interface. Owing to
proximity effects, however, the strength of the exchange field on
either side of the interface can be comparable to the exchange
field in the magnetic transition metal, and the same applies to the
respective strengths of the interface and the bulk-paramagnet
spin–orbit coupling. Therefore the SOT and SHE–STT can

provide two comparably strong intrinsic mechanisms driving the
in-plane current-induced spin dynamics in these technologically
important transition-metal bilayers.

Methods
Materials. The 18-nm-thick (Ga0.95,Mn0.05)As epilayer was grown on a GaAs [001]
substrate by molecular beam epitaxy, performed at a substrate temperature of
230 8C. It was subsequently annealed for 8 h at 200 8C. It has a Curie temperature of
132 K, a room-temperature conductivity of 387 V21 cm21 (which increases to
549 V21 cm21 at 5 K), and a carrier concentration at 5 K (determined by a
high-magnetic-field Hall measurement) of 1.1 × 1021 cm23.

Devices. Two terminal microbars were patterned in different crystal directions by
electron-beam lithography to have dimensions of 4 mm × 40 mm. These bars have a
typical low-temperature resistance of 10 kV (Supplementary Table 2).

Experimental procedure. A pulse-modulated (at 789 Hz) microwave signal (at
11 GHz) with a source power of 20 dBm was transmitted down to cryogenic
temperatures using low-loss semirigid cables. The microwave signal was launched
onto a printed circuit board patterned with a coplanar waveguide and then injected
into the sample via a bond wire. The rectification voltage, generated during
microwave precession, was separated from the microwave circuit using a bias tee,
amplified with a voltage amplifier and then detected with a lock-in amplifier. All
measurements were performed with the samples at 6 K.

Calibration of microwave current. The resistance of a (Ga,Mn)As microbar
depends on temperature, and therefore on Joule heating by an electrical current. The
resistance change of the microbar due to Joule heating by a direct current was first
measured. The resistance change was then measured as a function of applied
microwave power. We assumed the same Joule heating (and therefore resistance
change of the microbar) for the same direct and root-mean-square microwave
currents, enabling us to calibrate the unknown microwave current against the known
direct current.

For more details on the methods related to our SOT–FMR experiments and our
(Ga,Mn)As materials see refs 11 and 43 and the Supplementary Information therein.
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in δH and ∆H, the following simplified expression is obtained:

Vdc = −1

2
I∆R sin(2θ)

!
iγhz

ω
− 1

ω(2Hres +H1 +H2)(δH + i∆H)
"
ω(hx sin θ + hy cos θ)(δH +Hres +H1 + i∆H) +

γhz

#
iδH(2Hres +H1 +H2) + i(Hres +H1)(Hres +H2)−

∆H(2Hres +H1 +H2)
$%&

(S14)

The in-phase (real) component of Vdc has the form (keeping only terms linear in α):

Re{Vdc} = Vsym
∆H2

(H0 −Hres)2 +∆H2
+ Vasy

∆H(H0 −∆H)

(H0 −Hres)2 +∆H2
(S15)

with angle-dependent amplitudes

Vsym(θ) =
I∆R

2
Asym sin(2θ)hz (S16)

Vasy(θ) =
I∆R

2
Aasy sin(2θ)(hx sin θ + hy cos θ) (S17)

Eq. (S15) shows that the FMR peak is a combination of symmetric and anti-symmetric Lorentzian functions, as
illustrated in Figure S2. The symmetric Lorentzian function is caused by an out-of-plane driving field hz; whereas
the anti-symmetric Lorentzian results from in-plane driving fields hx & hy, and its amplitude depends on the relative
orientation of the driving field with respect to the current. The terms Asym and Aasy are the scalar amplitudes of the
magnetic susceptibility (Ai = χi/Ms):

Asym =
γ(Hres +H1)(Hres +H2)

ω∆H(2Hres +H1 +H2)
(S18)

Aasy =
(Hres +H1)

∆H(2Hres +H1 +H2)
(S19)

We notice that the saturation magnetisation Ms does not enter the expression of Vdc explicitly. This is a major
convenience as Ms cannot be deduced from FMR experiments, and other measurements such as SQUID and VSM
are required to determined its value. The terms Asym and Aasy are also angle-dependent, since they depend on the
magnetic anisotropy of the device.
On the other hand, the 90o out-of-phase (imaginary) component of Vdc consists of two Lorentzians with the following
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The trick: (variant of) Hellmann-Feynman theorem

• which we obtain by differentiating 
• and then using                   link to the Kubo formula

implies a momentum-dependent z-component of the non-equilibrium spin,

sz,p ≈ s!2
2αp2

αeEx sin θp . (4)

Clearly the same spin rotation mechanism which generates the uniform bulk spin accumu-

lation in the case of our anti-damping SOT in a ferromagnet (Fig. 1b) is responsible for the

scattering-independent spin-current of the SHE in a paramagnet (Fig. 1d). Note that the

SHE spin-current yields zero spin accumulation in the bulk and a net spin-polarization can

occur only at the edges of the paramagnet.

To complete the picture of the common origin between the microscopic physics of the

Berry curvature SHE and our anti-damping SOT we point out that equivalent expressions

for the SHE spin current and the SOT spin polarization can be obtained from the quantum-

transport Kubo formula. The expression for the out-of-plane non-equilibrium spin polariza-

tion that generates our anti-damping SOT is given by

Sz =
!
V

!

k,a ̸=b

(fk,a − fk,b)
Im[⟨k, a|sz|k, b⟩⟨k, b|eE · v|k, a⟩]

(Ek,a − Ek,b)2
, (5)

where k is the wavevector, a, b are the band indices, v is the velocity oprator, V is the

volume, and fk,a is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function corresponding to band energies

Ek,a. This expression is analogous to Eq. (9) in Ref. 29 for the Berry curvature intrinsic

SHE.

Measurement of the anti-damping spin-orbit torque in (Ga,Mn)As

Previous studies of the SOT in (Ga,Mn)As epilayers have focused in the scattering-

related, field-like SOT generated by the in-plane component of the non-equilibrium spin-

polarization of carriers.8,9,11 We now discuss our low-temperature (6 K) experiments in which

we identify the presence of the anti-damping SOT due to the out-of-pane component of the

non-equilibrium spin density in our in-plane magnetized (Ga,Mn)As samples. We follow the

methodology of several previous experiments2,11 and use current induced ferromagnetic res-

onance (FMR) to investigate the magnitude and symmetries of the alternating fields respon-

sible for resonantly driving the magnetisation. In our experiment, illustrated schematically

in Fig. 2a, a signal generator drives a microwave frequency current through a 4 µm× 40 µm

micro-bar patterned from a 18 nm thick (Ga,Mn)As epilayer with nominal 5% Mn-doping. A

6

Berry-curvature type expressions…
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Two basic types of SOTs (spin-orbit torques)Current-induced torque in (Ga,Mn)As

• intra-band terms (                       )
• inversion-symmetry breaking - different than Rashba
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Spin-orbit driven ferromagnetic resonance
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I. DERIVATION OF FMR LINESHAPE AND ITS ANGLE DEPENDENCE

The total voltage across the device is given by Ohm’s law:

V (t) = I(t) ·R(t) (S1)

Here I(t) = I cos(ωt) is an ac current within the sample. Next we look at the time-dependent resistance R(t). In
general, the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) describes the change in the sample’s longitudinal resistance when
its magnetisation M forms an angle θ with respect to the current I [1]:

R(t) = R⊥ −∆R cos2 θ(t) (S2)

where R⊥ is the longitudinal resistance when M ⊥ I and ∆R = R⊥−R∥ is the AMR coefficient (R∥ is the longitudinal
resistance for M ∥ I). In our samples, we measure ∆R > 0 (and ∆R/R⊥ of the order of few per cent) as it is commonly
the case in (Ga,Mn)As epilayers; we note that Eq. (S2) neglects the crystalline contributions to the AMR [1] that we
confirmed to be small in magnitude.
In our experiment, the magnetic moments in the micro-bar are precessing driven by an ac current-induced torque,

resulting in a time-varying angle:

θ(t) = θ + θc cos(ωt− ψ) (S3)

where θc describes the deviation of M from its axis of rotation (referred to as the ‘cone angle’ of the precession), and
ψ is the phase difference between the resistance and the ac current. An expression for the time-varying resistance
R(t) can thus be obtained by combing Eq. (S2) and (S3). In the case of small cone angle precession, the expression
can be simplified by expanding cos2 θ(t) up to first order:

R(t) ≈ R⊥ −∆R
!
cos2 θ − 2θc cos θ sin θ cos(ωt− ψ)

"
(S4)

Combining Eq. (S1) and (S4), we see that the total voltage V (t) comprises terms at frequencies ω and 2ω, and a
time-independent (dc) term Vdc, which is the focus of this derivation.
To find out the expression for θc, we need to determine the magnetisation components in the plane of rotation. We

define the geometry for our experiment in Figure S1. Since the applied dc magnetic field µ0H0 is much larger than
the anisotropy of the ferromagnet (measured to be a few tens of mT), the magnetisation vector M stays parallel to
H0. A second coordinate system x′ − y′ is defined with respect to M. In the new coordinates, H0 = (H0, 0, 0), and
M = (Ms,my′eiωt,mzeiωt) in the case of small angle precession.
The dynamics of the damped magnetic motion is described phenomenologically by the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert

(LLG) equation:

∂M

∂t
= −γM× (Htot + heff) +

α

Ms

#
M× ∂M

∂t

$
(S5)

x

y

z

x’y’
M

j
θ

H0

FIG. S1: The coordinate systems used in the derivation.
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out-of-plane non-equilibrium spin density Sz. Our model calcu-
lations in the two-dimensional ferromagnet with Rashba spin–
orbit coupling showed that Sz in the intrinsic SOT is proportional
to the strength of the spin–orbit coupling and inversely proportional
to the strength of the exchange field of the ferromagnet. We can
compare this dependence on the spin–orbit and exchange couplings
with the phenomenology of the competing SHE–STT mechanism.
In ref. 37, it was shown that the intrinsic SHE current is pro-
portional to the strength of the spin–orbit coupling in the paramag-
netic 4d, 5d transition metals. The non-equilibrim spin density
generating the adiabatic (antidamping) STT is proportional to the
spin-density injection rate from the external polarizer and inversely
proportional to the strength of the exchange field in the ferromag-
net47–49. In the SHE–STT, the role of the spin-density injection
rate from the external polarizer is played by the spin current gener-
ated by the SHE in the paramagnet. For the intrinsic
SHE/antidamping (adiabatic) STT we can then conclude that it is
generated by the non-equilibrium spin polarization, which is pro-
portional to the spin–orbit strength in the paramagnet and inversely
proportional to the exchange-field strength in the ferromagnet. For
the intrinsic SOT we inferred the same proportionality to the spin–
orbit strength and inverse proportionality to the exchange-field
strength, but the SOT is considered to act within the few atomic
layers forming the broken inversion-symmetry interface. Owing to
proximity effects, however, the strength of the exchange field on
either side of the interface can be comparable to the exchange
field in the magnetic transition metal, and the same applies to the
respective strengths of the interface and the bulk-paramagnet
spin–orbit coupling. Therefore the SOT and SHE–STT can

provide two comparably strong intrinsic mechanisms driving the
in-plane current-induced spin dynamics in these technologically
important transition-metal bilayers.

Methods
Materials. The 18-nm-thick (Ga0.95,Mn0.05)As epilayer was grown on a GaAs [001]
substrate by molecular beam epitaxy, performed at a substrate temperature of
230 8C. It was subsequently annealed for 8 h at 200 8C. It has a Curie temperature of
132 K, a room-temperature conductivity of 387 V21 cm21 (which increases to
549 V21 cm21 at 5 K), and a carrier concentration at 5 K (determined by a
high-magnetic-field Hall measurement) of 1.1 × 1021 cm23.

Devices. Two terminal microbars were patterned in different crystal directions by
electron-beam lithography to have dimensions of 4 mm × 40 mm. These bars have a
typical low-temperature resistance of 10 kV (Supplementary Table 2).

Experimental procedure. A pulse-modulated (at 789 Hz) microwave signal (at
11 GHz) with a source power of 20 dBm was transmitted down to cryogenic
temperatures using low-loss semirigid cables. The microwave signal was launched
onto a printed circuit board patterned with a coplanar waveguide and then injected
into the sample via a bond wire. The rectification voltage, generated during
microwave precession, was separated from the microwave circuit using a bias tee,
amplified with a voltage amplifier and then detected with a lock-in amplifier. All
measurements were performed with the samples at 6 K.

Calibration of microwave current. The resistance of a (Ga,Mn)As microbar
depends on temperature, and therefore on Joule heating by an electrical current. The
resistance change of the microbar due to Joule heating by a direct current was first
measured. The resistance change was then measured as a function of applied
microwave power. We assumed the same Joule heating (and therefore resistance
change of the microbar) for the same direct and root-mean-square microwave
currents, enabling us to calibrate the unknown microwave current against the known
direct current.

For more details on the methods related to our SOT–FMR experiments and our
(Ga,Mn)As materials see refs 11 and 43 and the Supplementary Information therein.
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heavy-metal/FM heterostructures due to spin Hall effect.
Lateral electrical current generates spin current in the perpen-
dicular direction due to the spin Hall effect, which flows in the
FM and exerts a torque via the spin-transfer torque mechanism.
Since the heterostructures have broken inversion symmetry,
the torque due to inverse spin galvanic effect coexists with the
spin Hall torque, rendering the entire physics quite complex
to analyze (see for instance Ref. [37], where both mechanisms
are included). We only consider bulk systems in which the spin
Hall effect does not generate any torque.

To calculate the CISP δSa (a denotes the sublattice) we use
the Kubo linear response formalism. We can define a response
tensor χa such that δSa = χaE, where E is the electrical field.
We assume that the only effect of disorder is a constant band
broadening # and we consider a weak disorder (i.e., small #).
As discussed in Ref. [28], the tensor χa can then be expressed
as a sum of three terms:

χa = χ I
a + χ II(a)

a + χ II(b)
a , (1)

χ I
a,ij = − e!

2#

!

k,n

⟨ψnk|Ŝa,i |ψnk⟩⟨ψnk|v̂j |ψnk⟩

×δ(εkn − EF ), (2)

χ
II(a)
a,ij = e!

!

k,n̸=m

Im[⟨ψnk|Ŝa,i |ψmk⟩⟨ψmk|v̂j |ψnk⟩]

× #2 − (εkn − εkm)2

[(εkn − εkm)2 + #2]2
(fkn − fkm), (3)

χ
II(b)
a,ij = 2e!

!

k,n̸=m

Re[⟨ψnk|Ŝa,i |ψmk⟩⟨ψmk|v̂j |ψnk⟩]

× #(εkn − εkm)
[(εkn − εkm)2 + #2]2

(fkn − fkm), (4)

where n,m are band indices, ψnk and εnk denote Bloch
eigenfunctions and eigenvectors, respectively, EF is the Fermi
energy, fk,n is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, v̂ is the
velocity operator, e is the (positive) elementary charge, and
Ŝa is the spin-operator projected on sublattice a. Throughout
this text we use a dimensionless spin operator; i.e., for one
electron Ŝ = σ , where σ is a vector of Pauli matrices. The k
sums run over the first Brillouin zone. These equations are the
same as in Ref. [28], except we replace the spin operator by the
spin operator projected on a sublattice. We calculate the CISP
for the AFM spin sublattices. However, the same formalism
applies also for any sublattice in a FM or a nonmagnetic
material. χ I

a is called the intraband term and χ II(a)
a ,χ II(b)

a are
the interband terms. The term χ I

a could also be obtained from
the Boltzmann formula with constant relaxation time (with the
relaxation time τ = !/2#). It is diverging in the limit # −→ 0,
analogously to how, for example, the conductivity diverges
in a perfectly periodic crystal. Thus to evaluate this term we
always have to consider some disorder, i.e., a finite #. The
term χ II(a)

a is constant in the zero-# limit, while the term χ II(b)
a

is zero in this limit. The zero-# limit of the term χ II(a)
a is

called the intrinsic contribution since it is determined only
by the electronic structure of the crystal and not by disorder.
The intrinsic contribution has been studied extensively in the

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of two model AFMs. (a) Crystal struc-
ture of the AFM 2D Rashba model. (b) Crystal structure of AFM
Mn2Au. Note that the unit cell shown is the conventional unit cell,
which is as large as the primitive unit cell. All of the atoms with the
same color are connected by a translation and are thus equivalent.

context of the anomalous Hall effect [38] and the spin Hall
effect [39].

We calculated the CISP for the two tight-binding models
from Ref. [31]. For completeness we give here a description
of the models. The first one is a 2D tight-binding model with
Rashba spin-orbit coupling, which simulates the structural in-
version asymmetry at a surface or an interface. The model was
chosen as a simplest AFM model in which the spin-orbit torque
is expected. We consider a square AFM lattice [see Fig. 1(a)],
where the d-orbital local magnetic moments are treated
classically and only the conduction s electrons are treated
quantum mechanically. The Hamiltonian can be written as

H =
!

⟨ij⟩
JddM̂i · M̂j + Htb +

!

i

JsdŜi · M̂i + HR. (5)

Here the indices i,j correspond to lattice sites; M̂i ,M̂j are
directions of magnetic moments, Jdd and Jsd are the exchange
constants for exchange interaction between the magnetic
moments, and between the magnetic moments and conduction
electron spins, respectively. Htb contains the nearest-neighbor
hoppings. HR is the Rashba spin-orbit coupling, given by

HR = α

2al

!

j

[(c†j↑cj+δx↓ − c
†
j↓cj+δx↑)

− i(c†j↑cj+δy↓ + c
†
j↓cj+δy↑) + H.c.], (6)

where α is the Rashba parameter, al the lattice constant, c†j , cj

are the creation and annihilation operators for electron on
site j , and j + δx, j + δy are nearest neighbors along the
x and y directions, respectively. Reference [31] shows the
band structure of this Hamiltonian. In all calculations we set
t = 3 eV, Jsd = 1 eV, and α

2al
= 0.1 eV, where t is the hopping

parameter. Unless stated otherwise, the Fermi level is set to
EF = −2 eV.

The torque is given by

Ta = Ma × Ba, (7)

where Ma is the magnetic moment on sublattice a and Ba is the
effective current-induced field, which for this model is given
by [23]

Ba = −Jsd
δSa

Ma

, (8)
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in the AFM 2D Rashba model, a simultaneous translation and
time inversion will always be a symmetry of the model that
transforms one AFM spin-sublattice into the other. For such
a symmetry operation, D = I , where I is the identity matrix,
and therefore

χ even
A = χ even

B , (16)

χodd
A = −χodd

B . (17)

This implies that the efficient torque driven by a staggered field
is generated by the odd component of the response tensor.

In the Mn2Au type of crystal, the AFM spin sublattices are
not connected by translation. Instead they are connected by
inversion around the unit cell center so that a combination of
inversion and time reversal is a symmetry of the model. Since
in this case D = −I , we find

χ even
A = −χ even

B , (18)

χodd
A = χodd

B , (19)

and now it is the even component of the response tensor that
generates the staggered CISP. The two models illustrate a
general phenomenology of CISPs in collinear AFMs, in which
the two AFM spin sublattices are typically connected either
by a translation or by an inversion.

By considering the magnetic space group of a given
material, one can find using the Eqs. (13) and (14) the most
general form of the tensor χa as well as relations between
tensors χa on different sublattices. Note that for the CISP
projected on a sublattice it is not enough to consider the
point group of the crystal because then the information on
the relationship between the sublattices would be lost. We
provide a free program which outputs the symmetry of the
CISP for any type of crystal and magnetic structure [49]. See
the Appendix B for a brief description of the code. Symmetry
of the tensors, which describe the global spin-orbit torque, can
be found in Ref. [50] for every magnetic point group. These
also apply for the local spin-orbit torque, if one uses the site
symmetry group (of the site which forms the sublattice), i.e.,
the group of symmetry operations of the whole crystal that
leave the sublattice invariant.

In a magnetic material, the CISP in general depends on
the direction of the magnetic moments. This is because
the CISP is determined by the electronic structure and in
the presence of spin-orbit coupling the electronic structure
depends on the direction of magnetic moments. Understanding
this dependence is important because it determines what kind
of magnetic dynamics the spin-orbit torque will induce. Note
that a CISP strongly dependent on the direction of magnetic
moments has been observed experimentally [24]. To describe
the dependence of the CISP on the direction of magnetic
moments, it is useful to expand the linear response tensor
in powers of magnetic moments. In general χa depends
on the directions of all magnetic moments in the system.
We consider only FMs and collinear two-sublattice AFMs.
We again assume that the magnetic moments will always
stay approximately collinear. Since the intra-spin-sublattice
exchange is typically very large, we also assume that the
magnitude of the spin-sublattice magnetic moments will not

change during dynamics. Then χa will be a function of
only the spin-axis direction n̂. In the case of two-sublattice
collinear AFMs, n̂ = L̂ = L̂/|L|, where L is the Néel vector:
L = MA − MB . In FMs n̂ = M/|M|. We can then write the
tensor χa in the following way [51]:

χa,ij (n̂) = χ
(0)
a,ij + χ

(1)
a,ij,kn̂k + χ

(2)
a,ij,kl n̂kn̂l + · · · . (20)

Here the Einstein summation notation is used. Note that since
n̂ is a unit vector, the expansion could be done using two
variables only. We find it more practical, however, to use
all three components of n̂. The odd terms in the expansion
correspond to the odd part of the CISP, while the even terms
correspond to the even part.

To find the symmetry properties of the expansion (20) we
have to consider the nonmagnetic site symmetry group. This is
a group of symmetry operations of the nonmagnetic crystal that
leave the sublattice a invariant. [See Appendix A for details
on how to find the symmetry properties of the expansion
(20).] Since there are only 21 nonmagnetic point groups
with broken inversion symmetry, it is feasible to calculate
all allowed leading terms of the expansion (20). This was
done for the zeroth-order terms in Ref. [48] that focused on
the CISP in FMs. The zeroth-order terms generate the fieldlike
torque. In Table I we give all allowed first-order terms and
for completeness we also show the zeroth-order terms. The
zeroth-order term vanishes for several point groups. For those
we also give the second-order terms in Table II. Together the
tables give the lowest-order terms for the even and odd part of
the CISP in all 21 noncentrosymmetric point groups.

The tensors in Tables I and II are given in Cartesian
coordinate systems. The Cartesian systems are defined in terms
of the conventional basis vectors a,b,c (see the International
Tables for Crystallography [52]). The choice of the Cartesian
system is straightforward for the orthorhombic, tetragonal,
and cubic groups. The tensors for the triclinic group 1 have
a completely general form and the choice of the coordinate
system is thus irrelevant for this group. For hexagonal and
trigonal groups, we choose the right-handed coordinate system
that satisfies x = a/|a|, z = c/|c|. For the monoclinic groups
we use the unique axis b setting [52] and choose the right-
handed coordinate system that satisfies x = a/|a|, y = b/|b|.

The tensors in Tables I and II apply for two-sublattice
collinear AFMs and FMs. In the case of AFMs the expansion
only applies for the CISP on a sublattice and correspondingly
the site symmetry group has to be used. In FMs, the tensors
apply for the local as well as for the net CISP. In the
latter case the point group of the whole crystal has to be
used. Since the zeroth-order term is independent of magnetic
moments it can be equally considered for any material,
including noncollinear AFMs. In nonmagnetic materials, there
is naturally no dependence on magnetic moments so the
zeroth-order term describes the CISP completely in this case.

The zeroth-order terms that generate the fieldlike torque
are particularly important since they are often dominant.
As discussed in Ref. [48], the tensors corresponding to the
fieldlike torque are in general composed of three distinct
terms: generalized Rashba and Dresselhaus terms and a term
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heavy-metal/FM heterostructures due to spin Hall effect.
Lateral electrical current generates spin current in the perpen-
dicular direction due to the spin Hall effect, which flows in the
FM and exerts a torque via the spin-transfer torque mechanism.
Since the heterostructures have broken inversion symmetry,
the torque due to inverse spin galvanic effect coexists with the
spin Hall torque, rendering the entire physics quite complex
to analyze (see for instance Ref. [37], where both mechanisms
are included). We only consider bulk systems in which the spin
Hall effect does not generate any torque.

To calculate the CISP δSa (a denotes the sublattice) we use
the Kubo linear response formalism. We can define a response
tensor χa such that δSa = χaE, where E is the electrical field.
We assume that the only effect of disorder is a constant band
broadening # and we consider a weak disorder (i.e., small #).
As discussed in Ref. [28], the tensor χa can then be expressed
as a sum of three terms:

χa = χ I
a + χ II(a)

a + χ II(b)
a , (1)

χ I
a,ij = − e!

2#

!

k,n

⟨ψnk|Ŝa,i |ψnk⟩⟨ψnk|v̂j |ψnk⟩

×δ(εkn − EF ), (2)

χ
II(a)
a,ij = e!

!

k,n̸=m

Im[⟨ψnk|Ŝa,i |ψmk⟩⟨ψmk|v̂j |ψnk⟩]

× #2 − (εkn − εkm)2

[(εkn − εkm)2 + #2]2
(fkn − fkm), (3)

χ
II(b)
a,ij = 2e!

!

k,n̸=m

Re[⟨ψnk|Ŝa,i |ψmk⟩⟨ψmk|v̂j |ψnk⟩]

× #(εkn − εkm)
[(εkn − εkm)2 + #2]2

(fkn − fkm), (4)

where n,m are band indices, ψnk and εnk denote Bloch
eigenfunctions and eigenvectors, respectively, EF is the Fermi
energy, fk,n is the Fermi-Dirac distribution function, v̂ is the
velocity operator, e is the (positive) elementary charge, and
Ŝa is the spin-operator projected on sublattice a. Throughout
this text we use a dimensionless spin operator; i.e., for one
electron Ŝ = σ , where σ is a vector of Pauli matrices. The k
sums run over the first Brillouin zone. These equations are the
same as in Ref. [28], except we replace the spin operator by the
spin operator projected on a sublattice. We calculate the CISP
for the AFM spin sublattices. However, the same formalism
applies also for any sublattice in a FM or a nonmagnetic
material. χ I

a is called the intraband term and χ II(a)
a ,χ II(b)

a are
the interband terms. The term χ I

a could also be obtained from
the Boltzmann formula with constant relaxation time (with the
relaxation time τ = !/2#). It is diverging in the limit # −→ 0,
analogously to how, for example, the conductivity diverges
in a perfectly periodic crystal. Thus to evaluate this term we
always have to consider some disorder, i.e., a finite #. The
term χ II(a)

a is constant in the zero-# limit, while the term χ II(b)
a

is zero in this limit. The zero-# limit of the term χ II(a)
a is

called the intrinsic contribution since it is determined only
by the electronic structure of the crystal and not by disorder.
The intrinsic contribution has been studied extensively in the

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of two model AFMs. (a) Crystal struc-
ture of the AFM 2D Rashba model. (b) Crystal structure of AFM
Mn2Au. Note that the unit cell shown is the conventional unit cell,
which is as large as the primitive unit cell. All of the atoms with the
same color are connected by a translation and are thus equivalent.

context of the anomalous Hall effect [38] and the spin Hall
effect [39].

We calculated the CISP for the two tight-binding models
from Ref. [31]. For completeness we give here a description
of the models. The first one is a 2D tight-binding model with
Rashba spin-orbit coupling, which simulates the structural in-
version asymmetry at a surface or an interface. The model was
chosen as a simplest AFM model in which the spin-orbit torque
is expected. We consider a square AFM lattice [see Fig. 1(a)],
where the d-orbital local magnetic moments are treated
classically and only the conduction s electrons are treated
quantum mechanically. The Hamiltonian can be written as

H =
!

⟨ij⟩
JddM̂i · M̂j + Htb +

!

i

JsdŜi · M̂i + HR. (5)

Here the indices i,j correspond to lattice sites; M̂i ,M̂j are
directions of magnetic moments, Jdd and Jsd are the exchange
constants for exchange interaction between the magnetic
moments, and between the magnetic moments and conduction
electron spins, respectively. Htb contains the nearest-neighbor
hoppings. HR is the Rashba spin-orbit coupling, given by

HR = α

2al

!

j

[(c†j↑cj+δx↓ − c
†
j↓cj+δx↑)

− i(c†j↑cj+δy↓ + c
†
j↓cj+δy↑) + H.c.], (6)

where α is the Rashba parameter, al the lattice constant, c†j , cj

are the creation and annihilation operators for electron on
site j , and j + δx, j + δy are nearest neighbors along the
x and y directions, respectively. Reference [31] shows the
band structure of this Hamiltonian. In all calculations we set
t = 3 eV, Jsd = 1 eV, and α

2al
= 0.1 eV, where t is the hopping

parameter. Unless stated otherwise, the Fermi level is set to
EF = −2 eV.

The torque is given by

Ta = Ma × Ba, (7)

where Ma is the magnetic moment on sublattice a and Ba is the
effective current-induced field, which for this model is given
by [23]

Ba = −Jsd
δSa

Ma

, (8)
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TABLE I. Zeroth- and first-order terms in the expansion (20) for the point groups with broken inversion symmetry. The tensors χ (1) have
the spin-axis direction included: χ

(1)
ij = χ

(1)
ij,kn̂k . The x parameters can be chosen arbitrarily for each tensor. Note that the groups −42m and

−4m2, 312 and 321, 3m1 and 31m, and −6m2 and −62m are equivalent and differ only by a coordinate transformation. For completeness we
also give the tensors for the equivalent groups.

Crystal system Point group χ (0) χ (1)

triclinic 1

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 x12 x13

x21 x22 x23

x31 x32 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂xx111 + n̂yx112 + n̂zx113 n̂xx121 + n̂yx122 + n̂zx123 n̂xx131 + n̂yx132 + n̂zx133

n̂xx211 + n̂yx212 + n̂zx213 n̂xx221 + n̂yx222 + n̂zx223 n̂xx231 + n̂yx232 + n̂zx233

n̂xx311 + n̂yx312 + n̂zx313 n̂xx321 + n̂yx322 + n̂zx323 n̂xx331 + n̂yx332 + n̂zx333

⎞

⎟⎠

monoclinic 2

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 0 x13

0 x22 0

x31 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂yx1 n̂xx13 + n̂zx12 n̂yx3

n̂xx5 + n̂zx6 n̂yx11 n̂xx4 + n̂zx7

n̂yx10 n̂xx8 + n̂zx9 n̂yx2

⎞

⎟⎠

m

⎛

⎜⎝
0 x12 0

x21 0 x23

0 x32 0

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂xx12 + n̂zx9 n̂yx14 n̂xx13 + n̂zx8

n̂yx3 n̂xx11 + n̂zx10 n̂yx4

n̂xx7 + n̂zx6 n̂yx5 n̂xx1 + n̂zx2

⎞

⎟⎠

orthorhombic 222

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 0 0

0 x22 0

0 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
0 n̂zx5 n̂yx4

n̂zx1 0 n̂xx6

n̂yx3 n̂xx2 0

⎞

⎟⎠

mm2

⎛

⎜⎝
0 x12 0

x21 0 0

0 0 0

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂zx4 0 n̂xx6

0 n̂zx5 n̂yx7

n̂xx3 n̂yx2 n̂zx1

⎞

⎟⎠

tetragonal 4

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 −x21 0

x21 x11 0

0 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂zx6 −n̂zx2 n̂xx5 − n̂yx7

n̂zx2 n̂zx6 n̂xx7 + n̂yx5

n̂xx4 − n̂yx3 n̂xx3 + n̂yx4 n̂zx1

⎞

⎟⎠

−4

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 x21 0

x21 −x11 0

0 0 0

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂zx5 n̂zx1 n̂xx4 + n̂yx6

n̂zx1 −n̂zx5 n̂xx6 − n̂yx4

n̂xx3 + n̂yx2 n̂xx2 − n̂yx3 0

⎞

⎟⎠

422

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 0 0

0 x11 0

0 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
0 −n̂zx3 −n̂yx2

n̂zx3 0 n̂xx2

−n̂yx1 n̂xx1 0

⎞

⎟⎠

4mm

⎛

⎜⎝
0 −x21 0

x21 0 0

0 0 0

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂zx4 0 n̂xx1

0 n̂zx4 n̂yx1

n̂xx3 n̂yx3 n̂zx2

⎞

⎟⎠

−42m

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 0 0

0 −x11 0

0 0 0

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
0 n̂zx3 n̂yx2

n̂zx3 0 n̂xx2

n̂yx1 n̂xx1 0

⎞

⎟⎠

−4m2

⎛

⎜⎝
0 x21 0

x21 0 0

0 0 0

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂zx3 0 n̂xx1

0 −n̂zx3 −n̂yx1

n̂xx2 −n̂yx2 0

⎞

⎟⎠

trigonal 3

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 −x21 0

x21 x11 0

0 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂xx7 + n̂yx2 + n̂zx8 n̂xx2 − n̂yx7 − n̂zx3 n̂xx6 − n̂yx9

n̂xx2 − n̂yx7 + n̂zx3 −n̂xx7 − n̂yx2 + n̂zx8 n̂xx9 + n̂yx6

n̂xx5 − n̂yx4 n̂xx4 + n̂yx5 n̂zx1

⎞

⎟⎠

312

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 0 0

0 x11 0

0 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂yx3 n̂xx3 − n̂zx4 −n̂yx2

n̂xx3 + n̂zx4 −n̂yx3 n̂xx2

−n̂yx1 n̂xx1 0

⎞

⎟⎠

321

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 0 0

0 x11 0

0 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂xx3 −n̂yx3 − n̂zx4 −n̂yx2

−n̂yx3 + n̂zx4 −n̂xx3 n̂xx2

−n̂yx1 n̂xx1 0

⎞

⎟⎠
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TABLE I. Zeroth- and first-order terms in the expansion (20) for the point groups with broken inversion symmetry. The tensors χ (1) have
the spin-axis direction included: χ

(1)
ij = χ

(1)
ij,kn̂k . The x parameters can be chosen arbitrarily for each tensor. Note that the groups −42m and

−4m2, 312 and 321, 3m1 and 31m, and −6m2 and −62m are equivalent and differ only by a coordinate transformation. For completeness we
also give the tensors for the equivalent groups.

Crystal system Point group χ (0) χ (1)

triclinic 1

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 x12 x13

x21 x22 x23

x31 x32 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂xx111 + n̂yx112 + n̂zx113 n̂xx121 + n̂yx122 + n̂zx123 n̂xx131 + n̂yx132 + n̂zx133

n̂xx211 + n̂yx212 + n̂zx213 n̂xx221 + n̂yx222 + n̂zx223 n̂xx231 + n̂yx232 + n̂zx233

n̂xx311 + n̂yx312 + n̂zx313 n̂xx321 + n̂yx322 + n̂zx323 n̂xx331 + n̂yx332 + n̂zx333

⎞

⎟⎠

monoclinic 2

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 0 x13

0 x22 0

x31 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂yx1 n̂xx13 + n̂zx12 n̂yx3

n̂xx5 + n̂zx6 n̂yx11 n̂xx4 + n̂zx7

n̂yx10 n̂xx8 + n̂zx9 n̂yx2

⎞

⎟⎠

m

⎛

⎜⎝
0 x12 0

x21 0 x23

0 x32 0

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂xx12 + n̂zx9 n̂yx14 n̂xx13 + n̂zx8

n̂yx3 n̂xx11 + n̂zx10 n̂yx4

n̂xx7 + n̂zx6 n̂yx5 n̂xx1 + n̂zx2

⎞

⎟⎠

orthorhombic 222

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 0 0

0 x22 0

0 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
0 n̂zx5 n̂yx4

n̂zx1 0 n̂xx6

n̂yx3 n̂xx2 0

⎞

⎟⎠

mm2

⎛

⎜⎝
0 x12 0

x21 0 0

0 0 0

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂zx4 0 n̂xx6

0 n̂zx5 n̂yx7

n̂xx3 n̂yx2 n̂zx1

⎞

⎟⎠

tetragonal 4

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 −x21 0

x21 x11 0

0 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂zx6 −n̂zx2 n̂xx5 − n̂yx7

n̂zx2 n̂zx6 n̂xx7 + n̂yx5

n̂xx4 − n̂yx3 n̂xx3 + n̂yx4 n̂zx1

⎞

⎟⎠

−4

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 x21 0

x21 −x11 0

0 0 0

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂zx5 n̂zx1 n̂xx4 + n̂yx6

n̂zx1 −n̂zx5 n̂xx6 − n̂yx4

n̂xx3 + n̂yx2 n̂xx2 − n̂yx3 0

⎞

⎟⎠

422

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 0 0

0 x11 0

0 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
0 −n̂zx3 −n̂yx2

n̂zx3 0 n̂xx2

−n̂yx1 n̂xx1 0

⎞

⎟⎠

4mm

⎛

⎜⎝
0 −x21 0

x21 0 0

0 0 0

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂zx4 0 n̂xx1

0 n̂zx4 n̂yx1

n̂xx3 n̂yx3 n̂zx2

⎞

⎟⎠

−42m

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 0 0

0 −x11 0

0 0 0

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
0 n̂zx3 n̂yx2

n̂zx3 0 n̂xx2

n̂yx1 n̂xx1 0

⎞

⎟⎠

−4m2

⎛

⎜⎝
0 x21 0

x21 0 0

0 0 0

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂zx3 0 n̂xx1

0 −n̂zx3 −n̂yx1

n̂xx2 −n̂yx2 0

⎞

⎟⎠

trigonal 3

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 −x21 0

x21 x11 0

0 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂xx7 + n̂yx2 + n̂zx8 n̂xx2 − n̂yx7 − n̂zx3 n̂xx6 − n̂yx9

n̂xx2 − n̂yx7 + n̂zx3 −n̂xx7 − n̂yx2 + n̂zx8 n̂xx9 + n̂yx6

n̂xx5 − n̂yx4 n̂xx4 + n̂yx5 n̂zx1

⎞

⎟⎠

312

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 0 0

0 x11 0

0 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂yx3 n̂xx3 − n̂zx4 −n̂yx2

n̂xx3 + n̂zx4 −n̂yx3 n̂xx2

−n̂yx1 n̂xx1 0

⎞

⎟⎠

321

⎛

⎜⎝
x11 0 0

0 x11 0

0 0 x33

⎞

⎟⎠

⎛

⎜⎝
n̂xx3 −n̂yx3 − n̂zx4 −n̂yx2

−n̂yx3 + n̂zx4 −n̂xx3 n̂xx2

−n̂yx1 n̂xx1 0

⎞

⎟⎠
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in the AFM 2D Rashba model, a simultaneous translation and
time inversion will always be a symmetry of the model that
transforms one AFM spin-sublattice into the other. For such
a symmetry operation, D = I , where I is the identity matrix,
and therefore

χ even
A = χ even

B , (16)

χodd
A = −χodd

B . (17)

This implies that the efficient torque driven by a staggered field
is generated by the odd component of the response tensor.

In the Mn2Au type of crystal, the AFM spin sublattices are
not connected by translation. Instead they are connected by
inversion around the unit cell center so that a combination of
inversion and time reversal is a symmetry of the model. Since
in this case D = −I , we find

χ even
A = −χ even

B , (18)

χodd
A = χodd

B , (19)

and now it is the even component of the response tensor that
generates the staggered CISP. The two models illustrate a
general phenomenology of CISPs in collinear AFMs, in which
the two AFM spin sublattices are typically connected either
by a translation or by an inversion.

By considering the magnetic space group of a given
material, one can find using the Eqs. (13) and (14) the most
general form of the tensor χa as well as relations between
tensors χa on different sublattices. Note that for the CISP
projected on a sublattice it is not enough to consider the
point group of the crystal because then the information on
the relationship between the sublattices would be lost. We
provide a free program which outputs the symmetry of the
CISP for any type of crystal and magnetic structure [49]. See
the Appendix B for a brief description of the code. Symmetry
of the tensors, which describe the global spin-orbit torque, can
be found in Ref. [50] for every magnetic point group. These
also apply for the local spin-orbit torque, if one uses the site
symmetry group (of the site which forms the sublattice), i.e.,
the group of symmetry operations of the whole crystal that
leave the sublattice invariant.

In a magnetic material, the CISP in general depends on
the direction of the magnetic moments. This is because
the CISP is determined by the electronic structure and in
the presence of spin-orbit coupling the electronic structure
depends on the direction of magnetic moments. Understanding
this dependence is important because it determines what kind
of magnetic dynamics the spin-orbit torque will induce. Note
that a CISP strongly dependent on the direction of magnetic
moments has been observed experimentally [24]. To describe
the dependence of the CISP on the direction of magnetic
moments, it is useful to expand the linear response tensor
in powers of magnetic moments. In general χa depends
on the directions of all magnetic moments in the system.
We consider only FMs and collinear two-sublattice AFMs.
We again assume that the magnetic moments will always
stay approximately collinear. Since the intra-spin-sublattice
exchange is typically very large, we also assume that the
magnitude of the spin-sublattice magnetic moments will not

change during dynamics. Then χa will be a function of
only the spin-axis direction n̂. In the case of two-sublattice
collinear AFMs, n̂ = L̂ = L̂/|L|, where L is the Néel vector:
L = MA − MB . In FMs n̂ = M/|M|. We can then write the
tensor χa in the following way [51]:

χa,ij (n̂) = χ
(0)
a,ij + χ

(1)
a,ij,kn̂k + χ

(2)
a,ij,kl n̂kn̂l + · · · . (20)

Here the Einstein summation notation is used. Note that since
n̂ is a unit vector, the expansion could be done using two
variables only. We find it more practical, however, to use
all three components of n̂. The odd terms in the expansion
correspond to the odd part of the CISP, while the even terms
correspond to the even part.

To find the symmetry properties of the expansion (20) we
have to consider the nonmagnetic site symmetry group. This is
a group of symmetry operations of the nonmagnetic crystal that
leave the sublattice a invariant. [See Appendix A for details
on how to find the symmetry properties of the expansion
(20).] Since there are only 21 nonmagnetic point groups
with broken inversion symmetry, it is feasible to calculate
all allowed leading terms of the expansion (20). This was
done for the zeroth-order terms in Ref. [48] that focused on
the CISP in FMs. The zeroth-order terms generate the fieldlike
torque. In Table I we give all allowed first-order terms and
for completeness we also show the zeroth-order terms. The
zeroth-order term vanishes for several point groups. For those
we also give the second-order terms in Table II. Together the
tables give the lowest-order terms for the even and odd part of
the CISP in all 21 noncentrosymmetric point groups.

The tensors in Tables I and II are given in Cartesian
coordinate systems. The Cartesian systems are defined in terms
of the conventional basis vectors a,b,c (see the International
Tables for Crystallography [52]). The choice of the Cartesian
system is straightforward for the orthorhombic, tetragonal,
and cubic groups. The tensors for the triclinic group 1 have
a completely general form and the choice of the coordinate
system is thus irrelevant for this group. For hexagonal and
trigonal groups, we choose the right-handed coordinate system
that satisfies x = a/|a|, z = c/|c|. For the monoclinic groups
we use the unique axis b setting [52] and choose the right-
handed coordinate system that satisfies x = a/|a|, y = b/|b|.

The tensors in Tables I and II apply for two-sublattice
collinear AFMs and FMs. In the case of AFMs the expansion
only applies for the CISP on a sublattice and correspondingly
the site symmetry group has to be used. In FMs, the tensors
apply for the local as well as for the net CISP. In the
latter case the point group of the whole crystal has to be
used. Since the zeroth-order term is independent of magnetic
moments it can be equally considered for any material,
including noncollinear AFMs. In nonmagnetic materials, there
is naturally no dependence on magnetic moments so the
zeroth-order term describes the CISP completely in this case.

The zeroth-order terms that generate the fieldlike torque
are particularly important since they are often dominant.
As discussed in Ref. [48], the tensors corresponding to the
fieldlike torque are in general composed of three distinct
terms: generalized Rashba and Dresselhaus terms and a term
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broadening thatmodels the effect of disorder. For smallΓ, we
can separate the total δ~s into the intraband and interband
contributions, with the intraband term given by

δ~sintra ¼ eEℏ
2Γ

Z
d3k
ð2πÞ3

X

α

ð~sÞ~kαðvIÞ~kαδðE~kα − EFÞ: ð4Þ

Here ð~sÞ~kα denotes the expectation value of the carrier spin,
and ðvIÞ~kα the velocity component along the current direc-
tion. This intraband contribution in the Kubo formalism
is equivalent to the Boltzmann transport theory expression
[14–16,19,21] and, similar to the charge conductivity,
δ~sintra ∼ 1=Γ.
The interband contribution dominating in the clean limit

of Γ → 0 is given by [19]

δ~sinter ¼ ℏ
L2

X

~kα≠β

ðf~kα − f~kβÞIm½ð~sÞαβðe~E · ~vÞβα%

×
ðE~kα − E~kβÞ

2 − Γ2

½ðE~kα − E~kβÞ
2 þ Γ2%2

: ð5Þ

Here, the labels α and β correspond to different bands, and
f~kα;β is the Fermi distribution function.
Results in Mn2Au.—In Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) we show the

Γ-independent intraband NSOT field per applied current for
Mn2Au. It is evaluated from Eq. (4) and projected on each
sublattice, assuming AFM spin-axis rotation in the [100]-
[010] plane (ϕ ¼ 0 corresponds to the [100] spin-axis
direction) and in the [110]-[001] plane (θ ¼ 0 corresponds to
the [110] easy-spin axis inMn2Au). Current is applied along
the [100] direction and the NSOT field is obtained from the
nonequilibrium spin density considering a typical exchange-
coupling energy scale in transition metals ∼1 eV [34].
NSOT fields on each sublattice are nonzero and have

opposite sign. The largest component is in the [100]-[010]
plane in the direction perpendicular to the applied current
for all AFM spin-axis directions. The magnitude of the
NSOT field in the Mn2Au AFM is comparable to the
counterpart SOT fields observed in FM transition metal
structures. Note that for current along the [001] direction
the resulting NSOT field is zero.
The results imply that this intraband NSOT is an AFM

counterpart of the inverse spin galvanic effect [35], or the
intraband, fieldlike, SOT [14–22,25], observed previously
in broken inversion-symmetry, spin-orbit coupled para-
magnets or FMs. We illustrate in Fig. 3(a) how these
current induced nonequilibrium fields arise in structures
with broken inversion symmetry. Here we choose the case
of a Rashba spin-orbit coupled 2D system for simplicity.
The electric field induces an asymmetric nonequilibrium
distribution function of carrier eigenstates and as a result a
net polarization ensues that depends on the scattering time,
hence its link to extrinsic scattering origin. In magnets, the
nonequilibrium carrier spin density acts on magnetic

moments as an effective magnetic field when carrier spins
are exchange coupled to the magnetic moments.
The full lattice of the Mn2Au crystal has an inversion

symmetry and the first expectation would be that there is no
current-induced spin density. However, the lattice is formed
by two sublattices, which, individually, have broken inver-
sion symmetry and form inversion partners along the [001]
axis. These coincide with the spin sublattices of the AFM
ground state in Mn2Au, as highlighted in Fig. 1(a). The two
sublattices forming the inversion partners in the Mn2Au
crystal are at the origin of the observed intraband NSOT.
Results in the model 2D Rashba AFM.—Since both spin

sublattices experience the same inversion symmetry break-
ing Rashba field in our 2D AFM model, the intraband
contribution to the current induced spin polarization has
the same sign on both spin sublattices, i.e., is not staggered.
A NSOT field is found, however, when evaluating the
interband term δ~sinter from Eq. (5). The Néel-order current-
induced field components projected on each sublattice are
shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) for the AFM spin-axis rotation

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Schematics of the intraband, inverse
spin galvanic effect in a model Rashba system. The left panel
represents the equilibrium distribution of spins (red arrows); the
right panel shows the nonequilibrium redistribution resulting in a
net in-plane spin polarization (thick red arrow) perpendicular to
the current (green arrow). (b) Intraband NSOT field inMn2Au as a
function of the in-plane spin-axis angle. The sublattice index A or
B and component of the field x, y, or z ([100], [010], [001]) are
shown for each curve. (c) Same as (b) for the out-of-plane spin-
axis angle. (d) Schematics of the intrinsic interband contribution
to the nonequilibrium spin polarization. In equilibrium all spins
are approximately aligned with the exchange field, which is
considered to be stronger than the Rashba field. A nonequilibrium
in-plane Rashba field (purple arrows) aligned perpendicular to
the applied current causes an out-of-plane tilt of the carrier
spins on the shifted Fermi surface. (e),(f) Interband NSOT fields
as a function of spin-axis angles in the 2D Rashba AFM for
Γ ¼ 0.01 eV andEF ¼ −2 eV. Other parameters of the model are
as in Fig. 2 In all panels the current is along the [100] axis.
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lattice can be divided into two sublattices, which, individu-
ally, have broken inversion symmetry and form inversion
partners [32]. Each sublattice gives opposite inverse spin
galvanic effects, resulting in the NSOT field. The range of
materials in which the relativistic current-induced torques
can occur is therefore not restricted to FMs and, moreover,
is not restricted to crystals with global broken inversion
symmetry. In Mn2Au, the inversion partner sublattices
coincide with the two AFM spin sublattices, which makes
the material an attractive candidate for observing the NSOT.
In AFMs where the two spin sublattices do not form

inversion partners a NSOT can still occur. We illustrate
it below in a 2D square lattice where the same broken
inversion symmetry term in the Hamiltonian is shared by
both spin sublattices. Here the resulting NSOT is analogous
to the intrinsic antidamping SOT recently observed in
broken bulk inversion symmetry FMs [27].
Models and methods.—In Mn2Au we diagonalized a

microscopicmultiorbital tight-bindingHamiltonian to obtain
the energy spectrum and eigenfunctions used in our transport
calculations. The form of the tight-binding Hamiltonian
was obtained following the procedure for bimetallic alloys
described in Ref. [33]. The accuracy of the tight-binding
energy spectrum is confirmed in Fig. 1(b) by comparing the
electronic structure to the ab initio density-functional theory
(DFT) calculations.
The other model structure comprises a 2D AFM square

lattice with Rashba spin-orbit coupling due to the broken
structural inversion symmetry and is relevant, e.g., to
common experimental geometries in which a thin AFM
film is interfaced with another layer. The model is sketched
in Fig. 2(a) and its Hamiltonian is given by

H ¼
X

hiji
Jdd ~Si · ~Sj þHtb þHR þ

X

i

Jsd~s · ~Si: ð1Þ

Here Jdd is the local moment (e.g., d orbital) exchange
constant, Jsd is the local moment–carrier (e.g., d and s
orbitals) exchange constant, Htb is the tight binding
Hamiltonian for the carriers, and HR is the Rashba spin-
orbit interaction in a 2D system, given by

HR ¼ VSO

X

i

½ðc†i↑ciþδx↓ − c†i↓ciþδx↑Þ

−iðc†i↑ciþδy↓ þ c†i↓ciþδy↑Þ þ H:c:&; ð2Þ

where VSO represents the spin-orbit coupling strength, and
δx, δy label the nearest neighbors direction.
The current-induced nonequilibrium spin density δ~s can

be calculated via the Kubo linear response [19],

δ~s ¼ ℏ
2πL2

Re
X

~kαβ

ð~sÞαβðe~E · ~vÞβα½GA
~kα
GR

~kβ
− GR

~kα
GR

~kβ
&; ð3Þ

where the Green’s functions are GR
~kα
ðEÞjE¼EF

≡GR
~kα

¼
1=ðEF − E~kα þ iΓÞ, with the property GA ¼ ðGRÞ'. Here,
L is the dimension of the 2D system, e is the charge of
electron, ~E is the applied electric field, EF is the Fermi
energy, E~kα is the energy spectrum, and Γ is the spectral

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Mn2Au crystal structure and anti-
ferromagnetic ordering. The two spin sublattices have broken
inversion symmetry as illustrated by the red and purple colors. The
full crystal is centrosymmetric around the Au atom as also
highlighted in the figure. (b) Total, sublattice, and spin projected
density of states from the ab initio calculation and for the tight-
binding Hamiltonian model.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) 2D AFM square lattice model with
Rashba spin-orbit coupling. (b),(c) Band structure and the spin-
resolved density of states projected in each sublattice for the
AFM state. (d),(e) Band structure and the spin-resolved density of
states for the FM state. Here the hopping parameter tN ¼ 3.0 eV,
Jsd ¼ 1.0 eV, and VSO ¼ 0.1 eV.
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�broadening thatmodels the effect of disorder. For smallΓ, we
can separate the total δ~s into the intraband and interband
contributions, with the intraband term given by

δ~sintra ¼ eEℏ
2Γ

Z
d3k
ð2πÞ3

X

α

ð~sÞ~kαðvIÞ~kαδðE~kα − EFÞ: ð4Þ

Here ð~sÞ~kα denotes the expectation value of the carrier spin,
and ðvIÞ~kα the velocity component along the current direc-
tion. This intraband contribution in the Kubo formalism
is equivalent to the Boltzmann transport theory expression
[14–16,19,21] and, similar to the charge conductivity,
δ~sintra ∼ 1=Γ.
The interband contribution dominating in the clean limit

of Γ → 0 is given by [19]

δ~sinter ¼ ℏ
L2

X

~kα≠β

ðf~kα − f~kβÞIm½ð~sÞαβðe~E · ~vÞβα%

×
ðE~kα − E~kβÞ

2 − Γ2

½ðE~kα − E~kβÞ
2 þ Γ2%2

: ð5Þ

Here, the labels α and β correspond to different bands, and
f~kα;β is the Fermi distribution function.
Results in Mn2Au.—In Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) we show the

Γ-independent intraband NSOT field per applied current for
Mn2Au. It is evaluated from Eq. (4) and projected on each
sublattice, assuming AFM spin-axis rotation in the [100]-
[010] plane (ϕ ¼ 0 corresponds to the [100] spin-axis
direction) and in the [110]-[001] plane (θ ¼ 0 corresponds to
the [110] easy-spin axis inMn2Au). Current is applied along
the [100] direction and the NSOT field is obtained from the
nonequilibrium spin density considering a typical exchange-
coupling energy scale in transition metals ∼1 eV [34].
NSOT fields on each sublattice are nonzero and have

opposite sign. The largest component is in the [100]-[010]
plane in the direction perpendicular to the applied current
for all AFM spin-axis directions. The magnitude of the
NSOT field in the Mn2Au AFM is comparable to the
counterpart SOT fields observed in FM transition metal
structures. Note that for current along the [001] direction
the resulting NSOT field is zero.
The results imply that this intraband NSOT is an AFM

counterpart of the inverse spin galvanic effect [35], or the
intraband, fieldlike, SOT [14–22,25], observed previously
in broken inversion-symmetry, spin-orbit coupled para-
magnets or FMs. We illustrate in Fig. 3(a) how these
current induced nonequilibrium fields arise in structures
with broken inversion symmetry. Here we choose the case
of a Rashba spin-orbit coupled 2D system for simplicity.
The electric field induces an asymmetric nonequilibrium
distribution function of carrier eigenstates and as a result a
net polarization ensues that depends on the scattering time,
hence its link to extrinsic scattering origin. In magnets, the
nonequilibrium carrier spin density acts on magnetic

moments as an effective magnetic field when carrier spins
are exchange coupled to the magnetic moments.
The full lattice of the Mn2Au crystal has an inversion

symmetry and the first expectation would be that there is no
current-induced spin density. However, the lattice is formed
by two sublattices, which, individually, have broken inver-
sion symmetry and form inversion partners along the [001]
axis. These coincide with the spin sublattices of the AFM
ground state in Mn2Au, as highlighted in Fig. 1(a). The two
sublattices forming the inversion partners in the Mn2Au
crystal are at the origin of the observed intraband NSOT.
Results in the model 2D Rashba AFM.—Since both spin

sublattices experience the same inversion symmetry break-
ing Rashba field in our 2D AFM model, the intraband
contribution to the current induced spin polarization has
the same sign on both spin sublattices, i.e., is not staggered.
A NSOT field is found, however, when evaluating the
interband term δ~sinter from Eq. (5). The Néel-order current-
induced field components projected on each sublattice are
shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) for the AFM spin-axis rotation

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Schematics of the intraband, inverse
spin galvanic effect in a model Rashba system. The left panel
represents the equilibrium distribution of spins (red arrows); the
right panel shows the nonequilibrium redistribution resulting in a
net in-plane spin polarization (thick red arrow) perpendicular to
the current (green arrow). (b) Intraband NSOT field inMn2Au as a
function of the in-plane spin-axis angle. The sublattice index A or
B and component of the field x, y, or z ([100], [010], [001]) are
shown for each curve. (c) Same as (b) for the out-of-plane spin-
axis angle. (d) Schematics of the intrinsic interband contribution
to the nonequilibrium spin polarization. In equilibrium all spins
are approximately aligned with the exchange field, which is
considered to be stronger than the Rashba field. A nonequilibrium
in-plane Rashba field (purple arrows) aligned perpendicular to
the applied current causes an out-of-plane tilt of the carrier
spins on the shifted Fermi surface. (e),(f) Interband NSOT fields
as a function of spin-axis angles in the 2D Rashba AFM for
Γ ¼ 0.01 eV andEF ¼ −2 eV. Other parameters of the model are
as in Fig. 2 In all panels the current is along the [100] axis.
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lattice can be divided into two sublattices, which, individu-
ally, have broken inversion symmetry and form inversion
partners [32]. Each sublattice gives opposite inverse spin
galvanic effects, resulting in the NSOT field. The range of
materials in which the relativistic current-induced torques
can occur is therefore not restricted to FMs and, moreover,
is not restricted to crystals with global broken inversion
symmetry. In Mn2Au, the inversion partner sublattices
coincide with the two AFM spin sublattices, which makes
the material an attractive candidate for observing the NSOT.
In AFMs where the two spin sublattices do not form

inversion partners a NSOT can still occur. We illustrate
it below in a 2D square lattice where the same broken
inversion symmetry term in the Hamiltonian is shared by
both spin sublattices. Here the resulting NSOT is analogous
to the intrinsic antidamping SOT recently observed in
broken bulk inversion symmetry FMs [27].
Models and methods.—In Mn2Au we diagonalized a

microscopicmultiorbital tight-bindingHamiltonian to obtain
the energy spectrum and eigenfunctions used in our transport
calculations. The form of the tight-binding Hamiltonian
was obtained following the procedure for bimetallic alloys
described in Ref. [33]. The accuracy of the tight-binding
energy spectrum is confirmed in Fig. 1(b) by comparing the
electronic structure to the ab initio density-functional theory
(DFT) calculations.
The other model structure comprises a 2D AFM square

lattice with Rashba spin-orbit coupling due to the broken
structural inversion symmetry and is relevant, e.g., to
common experimental geometries in which a thin AFM
film is interfaced with another layer. The model is sketched
in Fig. 2(a) and its Hamiltonian is given by

H ¼
X

hiji
Jdd ~Si · ~Sj þHtb þHR þ

X

i

Jsd~s · ~Si: ð1Þ

Here Jdd is the local moment (e.g., d orbital) exchange
constant, Jsd is the local moment–carrier (e.g., d and s
orbitals) exchange constant, Htb is the tight binding
Hamiltonian for the carriers, and HR is the Rashba spin-
orbit interaction in a 2D system, given by

HR ¼ VSO

X

i

½ðc†i↑ciþδx↓ − c†i↓ciþδx↑Þ

−iðc†i↑ciþδy↓ þ c†i↓ciþδy↑Þ þ H:c:&; ð2Þ

where VSO represents the spin-orbit coupling strength, and
δx, δy label the nearest neighbors direction.
The current-induced nonequilibrium spin density δ~s can

be calculated via the Kubo linear response [19],

δ~s ¼ ℏ
2πL2

Re
X

~kαβ

ð~sÞαβðe~E · ~vÞβα½GA
~kα
GR

~kβ
− GR

~kα
GR

~kβ
&; ð3Þ

where the Green’s functions are GR
~kα
ðEÞjE¼EF

≡GR
~kα

¼
1=ðEF − E~kα þ iΓÞ, with the property GA ¼ ðGRÞ'. Here,
L is the dimension of the 2D system, e is the charge of
electron, ~E is the applied electric field, EF is the Fermi
energy, E~kα is the energy spectrum, and Γ is the spectral

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Mn2Au crystal structure and anti-
ferromagnetic ordering. The two spin sublattices have broken
inversion symmetry as illustrated by the red and purple colors. The
full crystal is centrosymmetric around the Au atom as also
highlighted in the figure. (b) Total, sublattice, and spin projected
density of states from the ab initio calculation and for the tight-
binding Hamiltonian model.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) 2D AFM square lattice model with
Rashba spin-orbit coupling. (b),(c) Band structure and the spin-
resolved density of states projected in each sublattice for the
AFM state. (d),(e) Band structure and the spin-resolved density of
states for the FM state. Here the hopping parameter tN ¼ 3.0 eV,
Jsd ¼ 1.0 eV, and VSO ¼ 0.1 eV.
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interband

broadening thatmodels the effect of disorder. For smallΓ, we
can separate the total δ~s into the intraband and interband
contributions, with the intraband term given by

δ~sintra ¼ eEℏ
2Γ

Z
d3k
ð2πÞ3

X

α

ð~sÞ~kαðvIÞ~kαδðE~kα − EFÞ: ð4Þ

Here ð~sÞ~kα denotes the expectation value of the carrier spin,
and ðvIÞ~kα the velocity component along the current direc-
tion. This intraband contribution in the Kubo formalism
is equivalent to the Boltzmann transport theory expression
[14–16,19,21] and, similar to the charge conductivity,
δ~sintra ∼ 1=Γ.
The interband contribution dominating in the clean limit

of Γ → 0 is given by [19]

δ~sinter ¼ ℏ
L2

X

~kα≠β

ðf~kα − f~kβÞIm½ð~sÞαβðe~E · ~vÞβα%

×
ðE~kα − E~kβÞ

2 − Γ2

½ðE~kα − E~kβÞ
2 þ Γ2%2

: ð5Þ

Here, the labels α and β correspond to different bands, and
f~kα;β is the Fermi distribution function.
Results in Mn2Au.—In Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) we show the

Γ-independent intraband NSOT field per applied current for
Mn2Au. It is evaluated from Eq. (4) and projected on each
sublattice, assuming AFM spin-axis rotation in the [100]-
[010] plane (ϕ ¼ 0 corresponds to the [100] spin-axis
direction) and in the [110]-[001] plane (θ ¼ 0 corresponds to
the [110] easy-spin axis inMn2Au). Current is applied along
the [100] direction and the NSOT field is obtained from the
nonequilibrium spin density considering a typical exchange-
coupling energy scale in transition metals ∼1 eV [34].
NSOT fields on each sublattice are nonzero and have

opposite sign. The largest component is in the [100]-[010]
plane in the direction perpendicular to the applied current
for all AFM spin-axis directions. The magnitude of the
NSOT field in the Mn2Au AFM is comparable to the
counterpart SOT fields observed in FM transition metal
structures. Note that for current along the [001] direction
the resulting NSOT field is zero.
The results imply that this intraband NSOT is an AFM

counterpart of the inverse spin galvanic effect [35], or the
intraband, fieldlike, SOT [14–22,25], observed previously
in broken inversion-symmetry, spin-orbit coupled para-
magnets or FMs. We illustrate in Fig. 3(a) how these
current induced nonequilibrium fields arise in structures
with broken inversion symmetry. Here we choose the case
of a Rashba spin-orbit coupled 2D system for simplicity.
The electric field induces an asymmetric nonequilibrium
distribution function of carrier eigenstates and as a result a
net polarization ensues that depends on the scattering time,
hence its link to extrinsic scattering origin. In magnets, the
nonequilibrium carrier spin density acts on magnetic

moments as an effective magnetic field when carrier spins
are exchange coupled to the magnetic moments.
The full lattice of the Mn2Au crystal has an inversion

symmetry and the first expectation would be that there is no
current-induced spin density. However, the lattice is formed
by two sublattices, which, individually, have broken inver-
sion symmetry and form inversion partners along the [001]
axis. These coincide with the spin sublattices of the AFM
ground state in Mn2Au, as highlighted in Fig. 1(a). The two
sublattices forming the inversion partners in the Mn2Au
crystal are at the origin of the observed intraband NSOT.
Results in the model 2D Rashba AFM.—Since both spin

sublattices experience the same inversion symmetry break-
ing Rashba field in our 2D AFM model, the intraband
contribution to the current induced spin polarization has
the same sign on both spin sublattices, i.e., is not staggered.
A NSOT field is found, however, when evaluating the
interband term δ~sinter from Eq. (5). The Néel-order current-
induced field components projected on each sublattice are
shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) for the AFM spin-axis rotation

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Schematics of the intraband, inverse
spin galvanic effect in a model Rashba system. The left panel
represents the equilibrium distribution of spins (red arrows); the
right panel shows the nonequilibrium redistribution resulting in a
net in-plane spin polarization (thick red arrow) perpendicular to
the current (green arrow). (b) Intraband NSOT field inMn2Au as a
function of the in-plane spin-axis angle. The sublattice index A or
B and component of the field x, y, or z ([100], [010], [001]) are
shown for each curve. (c) Same as (b) for the out-of-plane spin-
axis angle. (d) Schematics of the intrinsic interband contribution
to the nonequilibrium spin polarization. In equilibrium all spins
are approximately aligned with the exchange field, which is
considered to be stronger than the Rashba field. A nonequilibrium
in-plane Rashba field (purple arrows) aligned perpendicular to
the applied current causes an out-of-plane tilt of the carrier
spins on the shifted Fermi surface. (e),(f) Interband NSOT fields
as a function of spin-axis angles in the 2D Rashba AFM for
Γ ¼ 0.01 eV andEF ¼ −2 eV. Other parameters of the model are
as in Fig. 2 In all panels the current is along the [100] axis.
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broadening thatmodels the effect of disorder. For smallΓ, we
can separate the total δ~s into the intraband and interband
contributions, with the intraband term given by

δ~sintra ¼ eEℏ
2Γ

Z
d3k
ð2πÞ3

X

α

ð~sÞ~kαðvIÞ~kαδðE~kα − EFÞ: ð4Þ

Here ð~sÞ~kα denotes the expectation value of the carrier spin,
and ðvIÞ~kα the velocity component along the current direc-
tion. This intraband contribution in the Kubo formalism
is equivalent to the Boltzmann transport theory expression
[14–16,19,21] and, similar to the charge conductivity,
δ~sintra ∼ 1=Γ.
The interband contribution dominating in the clean limit

of Γ → 0 is given by [19]

δ~sinter ¼ ℏ
L2

X

~kα≠β

ðf~kα − f~kβÞIm½ð~sÞαβðe~E · ~vÞβα%

×
ðE~kα − E~kβÞ

2 − Γ2

½ðE~kα − E~kβÞ
2 þ Γ2%2

: ð5Þ

Here, the labels α and β correspond to different bands, and
f~kα;β is the Fermi distribution function.
Results in Mn2Au.—In Figs. 3(b) and 3(c) we show the

Γ-independent intraband NSOT field per applied current for
Mn2Au. It is evaluated from Eq. (4) and projected on each
sublattice, assuming AFM spin-axis rotation in the [100]-
[010] plane (ϕ ¼ 0 corresponds to the [100] spin-axis
direction) and in the [110]-[001] plane (θ ¼ 0 corresponds to
the [110] easy-spin axis inMn2Au). Current is applied along
the [100] direction and the NSOT field is obtained from the
nonequilibrium spin density considering a typical exchange-
coupling energy scale in transition metals ∼1 eV [34].
NSOT fields on each sublattice are nonzero and have

opposite sign. The largest component is in the [100]-[010]
plane in the direction perpendicular to the applied current
for all AFM spin-axis directions. The magnitude of the
NSOT field in the Mn2Au AFM is comparable to the
counterpart SOT fields observed in FM transition metal
structures. Note that for current along the [001] direction
the resulting NSOT field is zero.
The results imply that this intraband NSOT is an AFM

counterpart of the inverse spin galvanic effect [35], or the
intraband, fieldlike, SOT [14–22,25], observed previously
in broken inversion-symmetry, spin-orbit coupled para-
magnets or FMs. We illustrate in Fig. 3(a) how these
current induced nonequilibrium fields arise in structures
with broken inversion symmetry. Here we choose the case
of a Rashba spin-orbit coupled 2D system for simplicity.
The electric field induces an asymmetric nonequilibrium
distribution function of carrier eigenstates and as a result a
net polarization ensues that depends on the scattering time,
hence its link to extrinsic scattering origin. In magnets, the
nonequilibrium carrier spin density acts on magnetic

moments as an effective magnetic field when carrier spins
are exchange coupled to the magnetic moments.
The full lattice of the Mn2Au crystal has an inversion

symmetry and the first expectation would be that there is no
current-induced spin density. However, the lattice is formed
by two sublattices, which, individually, have broken inver-
sion symmetry and form inversion partners along the [001]
axis. These coincide with the spin sublattices of the AFM
ground state in Mn2Au, as highlighted in Fig. 1(a). The two
sublattices forming the inversion partners in the Mn2Au
crystal are at the origin of the observed intraband NSOT.
Results in the model 2D Rashba AFM.—Since both spin

sublattices experience the same inversion symmetry break-
ing Rashba field in our 2D AFM model, the intraband
contribution to the current induced spin polarization has
the same sign on both spin sublattices, i.e., is not staggered.
A NSOT field is found, however, when evaluating the
interband term δ~sinter from Eq. (5). The Néel-order current-
induced field components projected on each sublattice are
shown in Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) for the AFM spin-axis rotation

FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Schematics of the intraband, inverse
spin galvanic effect in a model Rashba system. The left panel
represents the equilibrium distribution of spins (red arrows); the
right panel shows the nonequilibrium redistribution resulting in a
net in-plane spin polarization (thick red arrow) perpendicular to
the current (green arrow). (b) Intraband NSOT field inMn2Au as a
function of the in-plane spin-axis angle. The sublattice index A or
B and component of the field x, y, or z ([100], [010], [001]) are
shown for each curve. (c) Same as (b) for the out-of-plane spin-
axis angle. (d) Schematics of the intrinsic interband contribution
to the nonequilibrium spin polarization. In equilibrium all spins
are approximately aligned with the exchange field, which is
considered to be stronger than the Rashba field. A nonequilibrium
in-plane Rashba field (purple arrows) aligned perpendicular to
the applied current causes an out-of-plane tilt of the carrier
spins on the shifted Fermi surface. (e),(f) Interband NSOT fields
as a function of spin-axis angles in the 2D Rashba AFM for
Γ ¼ 0.01 eV andEF ¼ −2 eV. Other parameters of the model are
as in Fig. 2 In all panels the current is along the [100] axis.
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Here, the labels α and β correspond to different bands, and
f~kα;β is the Fermi distribution function.
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[010] plane (ϕ ¼ 0 corresponds to the [100] spin-axis
direction) and in the [110]-[001] plane (θ ¼ 0 corresponds to
the [110] easy-spin axis inMn2Au). Current is applied along
the [100] direction and the NSOT field is obtained from the
nonequilibrium spin density considering a typical exchange-
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NSOT fields on each sublattice are nonzero and have

opposite sign. The largest component is in the [100]-[010]
plane in the direction perpendicular to the applied current
for all AFM spin-axis directions. The magnitude of the
NSOT field in the Mn2Au AFM is comparable to the
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Spin-orbit torque in model systems



Spin-orbit torque in CuMnAs

Large and bistable magnetoresistance signals have been
observed in tunnelling devices with an antiferromagnetic
(AFM) IrMn layer on one side and a non-magnetic metal on

the other side of the tunnel barrier1,2. The work has
experimentally demonstrated the feasibility of a spintronic
concept3–5 in which the electronic device characteristics are
governed by the staggered magnetization axis in an AFM. It has
been shown that the AFM moments can be manipulated via an
exchange-coupled ferromagnet (FM)1,2,6 and that the AFM
magnetoresistance signals can persist to room temperature6. No
stray fields and the relative insensitivity to external magnetic
fields are among the features that make AFMs attractive
complements to the conventionally utilized FMs in the design
of spintronic devices, as highlighted in a recent study of AFM
linear chains of a few Fe atoms7 and in the demonstration of the
concept of an AFM memory8. The possibility to design spintronic
elements based on AFMs becomes even more attractive in the
context of magnetic counterparts of conventional compound
semiconductors, which may enable new devices combining
spintronic and nanoelectronic functionalities. In this paper, we
report the discovery of a new member of this family: tetragonal
epitaxial CuMnAs, a room-temperature AFM whose in-plane lattice
constant matches GaP or Si.

Over the past two decades, the introduction of magnetism into
common semiconductor hosts has driven a number of new
research areas in spintronics. Inspired by spintronics research and
applications based on transition metal ferromagnets (FMs), the
focus has been on magnetic counterparts of semiconductors with
the FM order. (Ga,Mn)As and related (III,Mn)V compounds9–11

have become archetypes among these materials, resulting in
discoveries of new spin-related physical phenomena and device
functionalities. For example, the understanding of spin-orbit-
coupling phenomena has advanced because of experiments in
(Ga,Mn)As from the ohmic transport regime to new realizations
in tunnelling and Coulomb blockade devices12,13. Low Curie
temperatures have prevented the direct integration of (III,Mn)V
FM semiconductors into spintronic technologies. Nevertheless,
new phenomena discovered in (Ga,Mn)As have been subsequently
reported in the room-temperature metal FMs, relevant not only
for basic science but also for practical spintronic applications14–16.

Although a ferromagnetic ground state is rare within magnetic
materials derived from semiconductor compounds and their
Curie temperatures are below room temperature, high Néel
temperature (TN) AFMs can be found, for example, among the
magnetic counterparts of the I–II–V semiconductors (see also
Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Note 1)4,5. The
structures of the non-magnetic semiconductors such as LiZnAs,
NaZnAs, CuZnAs and AgZnAs are closely related to the III–V
zincblende structure, as shown in Fig. 1a,b. By splitting the group
III atom into two elements from groups I and II, their combined
valence equals that of the group III atom. One of the two
elements resides on the zincblende site, whereas the other
occupies one of the tetrahedral interstitial sites that is empty in
the zincblende structure17. An extensively studied magnetic
compound with the same filled zincblende (also called half-
Heusler) crystal structure is CuMnSb (Fig. 1c)18,19. The AFM
coupling of FM (111) planes of this cubic crystal has a frustration
in the magnetic interactions, with half of the Mn nearest-
neigbours coupled antiferromagnetically and half ferromagnetically20.
This frustration leads to the relatively low TN¼ 50 K of CuMnSb
and shows that keeping the same cubic structure as in the non-
magnetic parent I–II–V compound is unfavourable for robust
antiferromagnetism. Moreover, lowering the symmetry from
cubic to, for example, tetragonal enhances the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy phenomena and is therefore favourable for the
concept of AFM spintronics.

LiMnAs and NaMnAs are among the examples of AFM I–II–V
semiconductors4,21–24, whose equilibrium crystal structure
changes from the cubic half-Heusler lattice of their non-
magnetic counterparts to a layered tetragonal structure
(Fig. 1d). This more-anisotropic-crystal arrangement removes
the frustration in the nearest-neighbour magnetic coupling,
resulting in TN’s far above the room temperature. Single-crystal
thin films of the LiMnAs AFM semiconductor were recently
prepared by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on lattice-matched
InAs substrate4,24,25. The inclusion of alkali metal elements
represents, however, a challenge both in terms of the growth and
the stability of devices. Group Ib transition metal elements may
represent the solution to this problem: NaZnAs and AgZnAs are
known to be twin compounds with identical crystal structure and
lattice constants, and CuZnAs is also very similar17. This
has motivated our interest in CuMnAs as a suitable I–Mn–V
AFM compound for spintronics20. The bulk equilibrium phase
of CuMnAs displays room-temperature AFM ordering26, as
confirmed in our recent study of chemically synthesized bulk
samples20. However, the orthorhombic crystal structure (Fig. 1e)

III–V I–II–Va b

CuMnSbc LiMnAsd

CuMnAs orthorhombice CuMnAs tetragonalf

Figure 1 | Unit cell structures of non-magnetic semiconductors and their
magnetic counterparts. (a) III–V zincblende structure. (b) I–II–V half-
Heusler structure. (c) Half-Heusler CuMnSb. (d) Tetragonal LiMnAs.
(e) Orthorhombic CuMnAs. (f) Tetragonal CuMnAs. The bonds in (c),
highlighted in green and red, show the AFM and FM nearest-neighbour-
exchange coupling of Mn present in the half-Heusler CuMnSb. The bonds
in (f), highlighted in green, show that all Mn nearest neighbours are
coupled antiferromagnetically in the tetragonal CuMnAs, which is favorable
for high TN.
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Antiferromagnets are hard to control by external magnetic fields because of the alternating
directions of magnetic moments on individual atoms and the resulting zero net magnetization.
However, relativistic quantum mechanics allows for generating current-induced internal fields
whose sign alternates with the periodicity of the antiferromagnetic lattice. Using these fields,
which couple strongly to the antiferromagnetic order, we demonstrate room-temperature
electrical switching between stable configurations in antiferromagnetic CuMnAs thin-film
devices by applied current with magnitudes of order 106 ampere per square centimeter.
Electrical writing is combined in our solid-state memory with electrical readout and the stored
magnetic state is insensitive to and produces no external magnetic field perturbations, which
illustrates the unique merits of antiferromagnets for spintronics.

I
n charge-based information devices, per-
turbations such as ionizing radiation can
lead to data loss. In contrast, spin-based
devices, in which different magnetic moment
orientations in a ferromagnet (FM) represent

the zeros and ones (1), are robust against charge
perturbations. However, the FM moments can be
unintentionally reoriented and the data erased
by perturbing magnetic fields generated exter-
nally or internally within the memory circuitry.
If magnetic memories were based on antiferro-
magnets (AFMs) instead, they would be robust
against charge and magnetic field perturbations.
Additional advantages of AFMs compared to FMs
include the invisibility of data stored in AFMs
to external magnetic probes, ultrafast spin dyna-

mics in AFMs, and the broad range of metal,
semiconductor, or insulator materials with room-
temperature AFM order (2–7).
The energy barrier separating stable orienta-

tions of ordered spins is due to the magnetic
anisotropy energy. It is an even function of the
magnetic moment, which implies that the mag-
netic anisotropy and the corresponding memory
functionality are readily present in both FMs and
AFMs (8, 9). The magneto-transport counterpart
of the magnetic anisotropy energy is the aniso-
tropic magnetoresistance (AMR). In the early
1990s, the first generation of FM magnetic ran-
dom access memory (MRAM) microdevices used
AMR for the electrical readout of the memory
state (10). AMR is an even function of the mag-

netic moment, which again implies its presence
in AFMs (11). Although AMR in AFMs was ex-
perimentally confirmed in several recent studies
(12–17), efficient means for manipulating AFM
moments have remained elusive.
It has been proposed that current-induced

spin transfer torques of the form dM=dt ∼ M!
ðM ! pÞ, which are used for electrical writing in
the most advanced FM MRAMs (1), could also
produce large-angle reorientation of the AFM
moments (18). In these antidamping-like torques,
M is the magnetic moment vector and p is the
electrically injected carrier spinpolarization. Trans-
lated to AFMs, the effective field proportional
to ðMA;B ! pÞ that drives the antidamping-like
torque dMA;B=dt ∼ MA;B ! ðMA;B ! pÞ on indi-
vidual spin sublattices A and B has the favorable
staggered property, i.e., alternates in sign be-
tween the opposite spin sublattices.
In FM spin-transfer-torque MRAMs, spin-

polarized carriers are injected into the free
FM layer from a fixed FM polarizer by an out-
of-plane electrical current driven through the
FM-FM stack. In analogy, (18) assumes injec-
tion of the spin-polarized carriers into the AFM
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Fig. 1. Theory of the staggered current-induced field in CuMnAs. (A)
Schematic of the inverse spin-galvanic effect in a model inversion asymmetric
Rashba spin texture (red arrows). kx;y are the in-planemomentumcomponents.
The nonequilibrium redistribution of carriers from the left side to the right
side of the Fermi surface results in a net in-plane spin polarization (thick red
arrow) along þz! J direction, where J is the applied current (black arrow).
(B) Same as (A) for opposite sense of the inversion asymmetry, resulting in
a net in-plane spin polarization (thick purple arrow) along −z! J direction.
(C) CuMnAs crystal structure and AFM ordering.The two Mn spin-sublattices
A and B (red and purple) are inversion partners.This and panels A and B imply
opposite sign of the respective local current–induced spin polarizations,

pA ¼ −pB, at spin sublattices A and B. The full CuMnAs crystal is centro-
symmetric around the interstitial position highlighted by the green ball. (D) Mi-
croscopic calculations of the components of the spin-orbit field transverse to
the magnetic moments per current density 107 A cm−2 at spin sublattices A
and B as a function of themagneticmoment angle φmeasured from the x axis
([100] crystal direction).The electrical current is applied along the x and y axes.
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Fig. 1. Theory of the staggered current-induced field in CuMnAs. (A)
Schematic of the inverse spin-galvanic effect in a model inversion asymmetric
Rashba spin texture (red arrows). kx;y are the in-planemomentumcomponents.
The nonequilibrium redistribution of carriers from the left side to the right
side of the Fermi surface results in a net in-plane spin polarization (thick red
arrow) along þz! J direction, where J is the applied current (black arrow).
(B) Same as (A) for opposite sense of the inversion asymmetry, resulting in
a net in-plane spin polarization (thick purple arrow) along −z! J direction.
(C) CuMnAs crystal structure and AFM ordering.The two Mn spin-sublattices
A and B (red and purple) are inversion partners.This and panels A and B imply
opposite sign of the respective local current–induced spin polarizations,

pA ¼ −pB, at spin sublattices A and B. The full CuMnAs crystal is centro-
symmetric around the interstitial position highlighted by the green ball. (D) Mi-
croscopic calculations of the components of the spin-orbit field transverse to
the magnetic moments per current density 107 A cm−2 at spin sublattices A
and B as a function of themagneticmoment angle φmeasured from the x axis
([100] crystal direction).The electrical current is applied along the x and y axes.
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Antiferromagnets are hard to control by external magnetic fields because of the alternating
directions of magnetic moments on individual atoms and the resulting zero net magnetization.
However, relativistic quantum mechanics allows for generating current-induced internal fields
whose sign alternates with the periodicity of the antiferromagnetic lattice. Using these fields,
which couple strongly to the antiferromagnetic order, we demonstrate room-temperature
electrical switching between stable configurations in antiferromagnetic CuMnAs thin-film
devices by applied current with magnitudes of order 106 ampere per square centimeter.
Electrical writing is combined in our solid-state memory with electrical readout and the stored
magnetic state is insensitive to and produces no external magnetic field perturbations, which
illustrates the unique merits of antiferromagnets for spintronics.

I
n charge-based information devices, per-
turbations such as ionizing radiation can
lead to data loss. In contrast, spin-based
devices, in which different magnetic moment
orientations in a ferromagnet (FM) represent

the zeros and ones (1), are robust against charge
perturbations. However, the FM moments can be
unintentionally reoriented and the data erased
by perturbing magnetic fields generated exter-
nally or internally within the memory circuitry.
If magnetic memories were based on antiferro-
magnets (AFMs) instead, they would be robust
against charge and magnetic field perturbations.
Additional advantages of AFMs compared to FMs
include the invisibility of data stored in AFMs
to external magnetic probes, ultrafast spin dyna-

mics in AFMs, and the broad range of metal,
semiconductor, or insulator materials with room-
temperature AFM order (2–7).
The energy barrier separating stable orienta-

tions of ordered spins is due to the magnetic
anisotropy energy. It is an even function of the
magnetic moment, which implies that the mag-
netic anisotropy and the corresponding memory
functionality are readily present in both FMs and
AFMs (8, 9). The magneto-transport counterpart
of the magnetic anisotropy energy is the aniso-
tropic magnetoresistance (AMR). In the early
1990s, the first generation of FM magnetic ran-
dom access memory (MRAM) microdevices used
AMR for the electrical readout of the memory
state (10). AMR is an even function of the mag-

netic moment, which again implies its presence
in AFMs (11). Although AMR in AFMs was ex-
perimentally confirmed in several recent studies
(12–17), efficient means for manipulating AFM
moments have remained elusive.
It has been proposed that current-induced

spin transfer torques of the form dM=dt ∼ M!
ðM ! pÞ, which are used for electrical writing in
the most advanced FM MRAMs (1), could also
produce large-angle reorientation of the AFM
moments (18). In these antidamping-like torques,
M is the magnetic moment vector and p is the
electrically injected carrier spinpolarization. Trans-
lated to AFMs, the effective field proportional
to ðMA;B ! pÞ that drives the antidamping-like
torque dMA;B=dt ∼ MA;B ! ðMA;B ! pÞ on indi-
vidual spin sublattices A and B has the favorable
staggered property, i.e., alternates in sign be-
tween the opposite spin sublattices.
In FM spin-transfer-torque MRAMs, spin-

polarized carriers are injected into the free
FM layer from a fixed FM polarizer by an out-
of-plane electrical current driven through the
FM-FM stack. In analogy, (18) assumes injec-
tion of the spin-polarized carriers into the AFM
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Fig. 1. Theory of the staggered current-induced field in CuMnAs. (A)
Schematic of the inverse spin-galvanic effect in a model inversion asymmetric
Rashba spin texture (red arrows). kx;y are the in-planemomentumcomponents.
The nonequilibrium redistribution of carriers from the left side to the right
side of the Fermi surface results in a net in-plane spin polarization (thick red
arrow) along þz! J direction, where J is the applied current (black arrow).
(B) Same as (A) for opposite sense of the inversion asymmetry, resulting in
a net in-plane spin polarization (thick purple arrow) along −z! J direction.
(C) CuMnAs crystal structure and AFM ordering.The two Mn spin-sublattices
A and B (red and purple) are inversion partners.This and panels A and B imply
opposite sign of the respective local current–induced spin polarizations,

pA ¼ −pB, at spin sublattices A and B. The full CuMnAs crystal is centro-
symmetric around the interstitial position highlighted by the green ball. (D) Mi-
croscopic calculations of the components of the spin-orbit field transverse to
the magnetic moments per current density 107 A cm−2 at spin sublattices A
and B as a function of themagneticmoment angle φmeasured from the x axis
([100] crystal direction).The electrical current is applied along the x and y axes.
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from a fixed FM polarizer by out-of-plane elec-
trical current driven in a FM-AFM stack. How-
ever, relativistic spin-orbit coupling may offer
staggered current-induced fields, which do not
require external polarizers and which act in bare
AFMcrystals (19). The effect occurs in AFMswith
specific crystal and magnetic structures for which
the spin sublattices form space-inversion part-
ners. Among these materials is a high–Néel
temperature AFM, tetragonal-phase CuMnAs,
which was recently synthesized in the form of
single-crystal epilayers on III-V semiconductor
substrates (20).
Relativistic current-induced fields observed

previously in broken inversion-symmetry FM
crystals (21–29) can originate from the inverse
spin-galvanic effect (30–34) (Fig. 1, A and B).
The full lattice of the CuMnAs crystal (Fig. 1C)
has an inversion symmetry with the center of
inversion at an interstitial position (green ball
in the figure). This implies that the mechanism
described in Fig. 1, A and B, will not generate a
net current-induced spin density when integrated
over the entire crystal. However, Mn atoms form
two sublattices (depicted in Fig. 1C in red and
purple) whose local environment has broken in-
version symmetry, and the two Mn sublattices
form inversion partners. The inverse spin-galvanic
mechanisms of Fig. 1, A and B, will generate
locally nonequilibrium spin polarizations of op-
posite signs on the inversion-partner Mn sublat-
tices. For these staggered fields to couple strongly
to the AFM order, it is essential that the inversion-
partner Mn sublattices coincide with the two
spin sublattices A and B of the AFM ground
state (19). The resulting spin-orbit torques have
the form dMA;B=dt ∼ MA;B ! pA;B, where the
effective field proportional to pA ¼ −pB acting on
the spin-sublattice magnetizations MA;B alter-
nates in sign between the two sublattices. The
CuMnAs crystal and magnetic structures (Fig. 1C)
fulfill these symmetry requirements (20).
To quantitatively estimate the strength of the

staggered current-induced field, we performed
microscopic calculations based on the Kubo
linear response formalism (35) (see supplemen-
tary text for details). The calculations (Fig. 1D)
confirm the desired opposite sign of the current-
induced field on the two spin sublattices and
highlight the expected dependence on the mag-
neticmoment angle, which implies that the AFM
moments will tend to align perpendicular to the
applied current. For reversible electrical switch-
ing between two stable states and the subsequent
electrical detection by the AMR, the setting cur-
rent pulses can therefore be applied along two
orthogonal in-plane cubic axes of CuMnAs. The
magnitude of the effect seen in Fig. 1D is com-
parable to that of typical current-induced fields
applied in FMs, suggesting that CuMnAs is a
favorable material for observing current-induced
switching in an AFM.
Our experiments were conducted on epitaxial

films of the tetragonal phase of CuMnAs, which
is amember of a broad family of high-temperature
I-Mn-V AFM compounds (6, 7, 20). We have
observed the electrical switching and readout
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Fig. 2. Electrical switching of the AFM CuMnAs. (A) Scanning transmission electron microscopy
image of CuMnAs/GaP in the [100]–[001] plane. (B) Magnetization versus applied field of an un-
patterned piece of the CuMnAs/GaP wafer measured by SQUIDmagnetometer. (C) XMLD-PEEM image
of the CuMnAs film with x-rays at the Mn L3 absorption edge incident at 16° from the surface along the
[100] axis. (D) Optical microscopy image of the device and schematic of the measurement geometry.
(E) Change in the transverse resistance after applying three successive 50-ms writing pulses of am-

plitude Jwrite ¼ 4! 106 A cm−2 alternately along the [100] crystal direction of CuMnAs (black arrow in
panel D and black points in panel E) and along the [010] axis (red arrow in panel D and red points in

panel E).The reading current Jread is applied along the [110] axis, and transverse resistance signals R⊥

are recorded 10 s after each writing pulse. A constant offset is subtracted fromR⊥. Measurements were
done at a sample temperature of 273 K.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the switching on the writing pulse length and amplitude. Transverse resist-
ance after successive writing pulses along the [100] axis (black points) and [010] axis (red points) for
different current amplitudes (A) or pulse lengths (B). R⊥ is recorded 10 s after each writing pulse. R is the
average of the longitudinal resistance R. Measurements were done at sample temperature of 273 K. A
constant offset is subtracted from R⊥.
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staggered current-induced fields, which do not
require external polarizers and which act in bare
AFMcrystals (19). The effect occurs in AFMswith
specific crystal and magnetic structures for which
the spin sublattices form space-inversion part-
ners. Among these materials is a high–Néel
temperature AFM, tetragonal-phase CuMnAs,
which was recently synthesized in the form of
single-crystal epilayers on III-V semiconductor
substrates (20).
Relativistic current-induced fields observed

previously in broken inversion-symmetry FM
crystals (21–29) can originate from the inverse
spin-galvanic effect (30–34) (Fig. 1, A and B).
The full lattice of the CuMnAs crystal (Fig. 1C)
has an inversion symmetry with the center of
inversion at an interstitial position (green ball
in the figure). This implies that the mechanism
described in Fig. 1, A and B, will not generate a
net current-induced spin density when integrated
over the entire crystal. However, Mn atoms form
two sublattices (depicted in Fig. 1C in red and
purple) whose local environment has broken in-
version symmetry, and the two Mn sublattices
form inversion partners. The inverse spin-galvanic
mechanisms of Fig. 1, A and B, will generate
locally nonequilibrium spin polarizations of op-
posite signs on the inversion-partner Mn sublat-
tices. For these staggered fields to couple strongly
to the AFM order, it is essential that the inversion-
partner Mn sublattices coincide with the two
spin sublattices A and B of the AFM ground
state (19). The resulting spin-orbit torques have
the form dMA;B=dt ∼ MA;B ! pA;B, where the
effective field proportional to pA ¼ −pB acting on
the spin-sublattice magnetizations MA;B alter-
nates in sign between the two sublattices. The
CuMnAs crystal and magnetic structures (Fig. 1C)
fulfill these symmetry requirements (20).
To quantitatively estimate the strength of the

staggered current-induced field, we performed
microscopic calculations based on the Kubo
linear response formalism (35) (see supplemen-
tary text for details). The calculations (Fig. 1D)
confirm the desired opposite sign of the current-
induced field on the two spin sublattices and
highlight the expected dependence on the mag-
neticmoment angle, which implies that the AFM
moments will tend to align perpendicular to the
applied current. For reversible electrical switch-
ing between two stable states and the subsequent
electrical detection by the AMR, the setting cur-
rent pulses can therefore be applied along two
orthogonal in-plane cubic axes of CuMnAs. The
magnitude of the effect seen in Fig. 1D is com-
parable to that of typical current-induced fields
applied in FMs, suggesting that CuMnAs is a
favorable material for observing current-induced
switching in an AFM.
Our experiments were conducted on epitaxial

films of the tetragonal phase of CuMnAs, which
is amember of a broad family of high-temperature
I-Mn-V AFM compounds (6, 7, 20). We have
observed the electrical switching and readout
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Fig. 2. Electrical switching of the AFM CuMnAs. (A) Scanning transmission electron microscopy
image of CuMnAs/GaP in the [100]–[001] plane. (B) Magnetization versus applied field of an un-
patterned piece of the CuMnAs/GaP wafer measured by SQUIDmagnetometer. (C) XMLD-PEEM image
of the CuMnAs film with x-rays at the Mn L3 absorption edge incident at 16° from the surface along the
[100] axis. (D) Optical microscopy image of the device and schematic of the measurement geometry.
(E) Change in the transverse resistance after applying three successive 50-ms writing pulses of am-

plitude Jwrite ¼ 4! 106 A cm−2 alternately along the [100] crystal direction of CuMnAs (black arrow in
panel D and black points in panel E) and along the [010] axis (red arrow in panel D and red points in

panel E).The reading current Jread is applied along the [110] axis, and transverse resistance signals R⊥

are recorded 10 s after each writing pulse. A constant offset is subtracted fromR⊥. Measurements were
done at a sample temperature of 273 K.

Fig. 3. Dependence of the switching on the writing pulse length and amplitude. Transverse resist-
ance after successive writing pulses along the [100] axis (black points) and [010] axis (red points) for
different current amplitudes (A) or pulse lengths (B). R⊥ is recorded 10 s after each writing pulse. R is the
average of the longitudinal resistance R. Measurements were done at sample temperature of 273 K. A
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Band structure of CuMnAs
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… what does ab initio actually mean here

well, frankly, it is not really ab initio
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where wp is the plasma frequency and �b is the background relative permittivity stemming fromhigh-energy
transitions not accounted for in ( )s winter . The plasma frequency given by equation (21) in [34]was determined
to be �w = 1.8p and 5.5 eV for the AF and FMphase, respectively. The full ( )� w as in equation (1) calculated by
WIEN2k has � = 1b .

Relaxation time can be estimated from the experimentally knownDC conductivity on assumption that τ is
the same for all bands contributing to theDrude formula �s w t=0 p

2 . Taking ( )s = W -110 00 cm0
1 for both

FMandAFphases, total permittivity can be calculated using equation (1). Focusing on the experimentally
investigated spectral range, ( )� � �w = ¢ + i turns out to change only little in the AF phasewhen intraband
transitions are included. In the FMphase, on the other hand, the differences are larger owing to the shorter
relaxation times. Spectra of � �¢, shown infigure 6 indicate appreciable intraband correctionsmainly to � ¢ at
the largest wavelengths explored.

In spite of their significance on the level of ( )� w , the inclusion of intraband terms does not change the
reflection and transmission spectra qualitatively. The effect of adding intraband terms toT of the FMphase is to
add an offset that grows steadily towards the longwavelengths as it is shown infigure 7(a). This effect is,
nevertheless, smaller than the difference to the AF phase. Reflection spectra shown infigure 7(b) display a less
clear trend yet it remains true thatR decreases by a few percent upon the transition fromAF to FMacross the
whole explored spectral range.

Figure 6.Permittivity ( )� � �w = ¢ + i of bulk FeRh in the FMphase. Interband (last term in equation (1) only) and total (intraband
plus interband) permittivity are shown. Insets show ( )� w in a broader spectral range.

Figure 7.Transmittance and reflectivity for cubic FeRh calculated using permittivity shown infigure 6. Inclusion of the intraband
contribution (dashed lines) does change the spectra quantitatively (data from figures 2(c) and (d) are replotted as solid lines) but the
main conclusions remain unchanged: upon the transition fromAF to FM, the transmittance (reflectivity) increases (decreases) and
this change amounts to several per cent.
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Reformulation of the LDA1U method for a local-orbital basis
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Complex Systems Theory Branch, Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375

~Received 13 February 1998!

We present a local orbital approach to the evaluation of the on-site repulsion energy U for use in the
LDA1U method of Anisimov and co-workers. Our objectives are to make the method more firmly based, to
concentrate primarily on ground-state properties rather than spectra, and to test the method in cases where only
modest changes in orbital occupations are expected, as well as for highly correlated materials. Because of these
objectives, we employ a differential definition of U . We also define a matrix U, which we find is very
dependent on the environment of the atom in question. The formulation is applied to evaluate U for transition-
metal monoxides from VO to NiO using a local-orbital basis set. The resulting values of U are typically only
40–65 % as large as values currently in use. We evaluate the U matrix for the eg and t2g subshells in
paramagnetic FeO, and illustrate the very different charge responses of the eg and t2g states. The sensitivity of
the method to the choice of the d orbitals, and to the basis set in general, is discussed.
@S0163-1829~98!05427-7#

I. INTRODUCTION

The understanding and evaluation of the electronic struc-
ture of strongly correlated materials is a long-standing prob-
lem. For weakly correlated materials such as nearly-free-
electron-like metals, covalent semiconductors, ionic solids,
and even rather complex intermetallic transition metal com-
pounds, the local-density approximation ~the LDA, which we
understand to include the spin degree of freedom as well! to
the exchange-correlation functional that occurs in density-
functional theory gives very reasonable ground-state proper-
ties and even band structures ~which are excited-state fea-
tures!. For correlated materials, however, LDA can be
completely wrong: the now-classic example is the canonical
cuprate La2CuO4, which LDA predicts to be a nonmagnetic
metal1,2 whereas it is actually an antiferromagnetic insulator.
Model many-body Hamiltonian treatments, such as the Hub-
bard model,3 can readily explain the observed type of ground
state, but do so in terms of adjustable parameters and the
neglect of many aspects of the crystal that may influence
most of its properties. Evaluation of the dynamic self-energy,
which gives the description of excitations, is appropriate for
comparing with many experiments, but even low-order ap-
proximations can be very tedious to evaluate.4
Within the past few years Anisimov and co-workers have

proposed an extension of the LDA approach ~now called
LDA1U) based on lessons learned from Hubbard model
studies3 that single out a particular local orbital and the as-
sociated on-site repulsive interaction U as the fundamental
characteristic to be addressed.5–8 They proposed that the
LDA treats the effects of U reasonably well in some average
sense, even in highly correlated systems, but that one must
allow a deviation from this average behavior by including a
correction to the total energy, including a term like

DE5 1
2 (
m ,sfim8,s8

~U2ds ,s8J !nmsnm8s8, ~1!

where J is the exchange constant and nms is the new charge
that includes a local charge redistribution ~relative to the
LDA value n̄ms) obtained by solving the LDA1U equations
self-consistently. The local-orbital and -spin indices are m
and s , respectively. It is assumed in the method that one can
identify the orbitals to be treated (d orbitals of Cu in
La2CuO4 for the example mentioned above!.
The LDA1U method achieves some spectacular suc-

cesses, such as leading to an antiferromagnetic insulating
state of La2CuO4 with band gap and atomic moment in rea-
sonable correspondence with observed values9, and leading
to similarly impressive descriptions of the transition-metal
monoxides. There remain questions, however, such as the
proper way to specify the orbitals, the correct way to obtain
the interaction constants (U and J), and how, if possible, to
extend the method to give an improved treatment of the me-
tallic phase when the insulator is heavily doped. In this paper
we address these questions. A primary feature is that, since
the method is perforce focused on an atomic orbital, it is
natural to use a local-orbital basis set. We will refer to the
local orbital of interest as the ‘‘d orbital,’’ although in some
applications it may be an f or, rarely, an s or p orbital.

II. DESCRIPTION OF LDA1U
AS CURRENTLY PRACTICED

In extending the LDA method to account for correlations
resulting from strong on-site interactions, there are several
criteria that one might hope to satisfy, such as ~1! it should
reduce to LDA when LDA is known to be good; ~2! the
energy is given by a functional of the density; ~3! the method
specifies how to obtain the local orbital in question ~perhaps
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• choose orbital 
• think about values of U & J

tional leading to qW (wW ) rather than wW (qW ). This is also in keep-
ing with the practice in the constrained density approach of
choosing the shifts wW and then calculating the charge re-
sponse qW . This change of variable is done by a Legendre
transformation

ÊwW 5EqW1qW •wW , ~17!

which, from the differential forms

dEqW52wW •dqW)d ÊwW 5qW •dwW , ~18!

leads to the energy shift

ÊwW 5E
0W

wW
qW ~wW !•dwW '2 1

2wW •U21•wW . ~19!

This formalism brings in the matrix U21 implicit in Eq.
~12!, relating the charge shifts in various suborbitals to po-
tential shifts applied to other suborbitals, e.g., a decomposi-
tion of the Hubbard U for d orbitals into eg and t2g contri-
butions for cubic site symmetry. This result is reminiscent of
the extension of the definitions of U and J @Eqs. ~4! and ~5!#
by Solovyev, Hamada, and Terakura15 to give different val-
ues Ueg

and Ut2g
, but their procedure did not provide off-

diagonal terms. The effects of differing charge response in
the eg and t2g channels will be quantified in Sec. V. The
concept can be extended to non-site-diagonal interactions,
viz. d orbitals interacting with neighboring oxygen p orbit-
als.
We now establish a sum rule relating the matrix elements

of U to the conventional scalar U , which for clarity we de-
note Udd 5 ]wd /]Qd , where Qd is the total d charge and
wd is a shift in potential applied to all d orbitals. Since a
change in potential wt2g

acting on the t2g orbitals followed
by a change in potential weg

acting on only the eg orbitals is
equivalent to a potential wd of the same magnitude acting on
all d orbitals, we have, in the linear regime

]

]wt2g
1

]

]weg
5

]

]wd
. ~20!

By definition nd5nt2g1neg, so, from the definition

Uab
2152

]na

]wb
, ~21!

we have a sum rule relating the matrix elements to the con-
ventional Coulomb repulsion constant

Udd
215 (

a ,b5t2g ,eg
Uab

21 . ~22!

Below we provide a numerical test of this sum rule for NiO.

IV. METHOD OF CALCULATION

For the metallic constituents of the compounds we con-
sidered, a basis set representing six s-, four p-, and three
d-type functions is expanded on a set of 16 Gaussian func-
tions. The O basis set is expanded on a set of 12 Gaussian
exponents contracted into four s- and three p-type functions.
The Coulomb and exchange-correlation potentials comprise
the effective potential Veff , which is also described by a
superposition of atom-centered Gaussian-type functions. By
choosing this expansion, the matrix elements of the Hamil-
tonian are analytic. Details of the method, and comparison to
results of the full-potential linearized augmented-plane-wave
~LAPW! method, have been published elsewhere.12,18
For this work it is important to obtain sufficiently well

converged values of orbital densities. Tests using special
point meshes in the irreducible 1

48 of the simple cubic Bril-
louin zone ~IBZ! for eight atom cells up to 56 kW points indi-
cated that ten or 20 kW points in the IBZ gave the necessary
accuracy. A temperature broadening of 0.07 eV was used to
facilitate convergence to self-consistency, and it was verified
that this size of broadening did not change the results.

V. EVALUATION FOR TRANSITION-METAL
MONOXIDES

We have applied this approach to evaluate U for the tran-
sitions metal monoxides MO, M5V, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni, in
the paramagnetic state and for the cubic rocksalt structure.
The ~experimental! lattice constants used were VO, 4.093 Å;
MnO, 4.444 Å; FeO, 4.332 Å; CoO, 4.260 Å; and NiO,
4.193 Å.

A. Suborbital independent U

First, applying a potential shift wd equally to all d subor-
bitals analogously to LMTO treatments, the derived value of
U is shown in Table I. Comparison is provided with values
obtained by the method of AZA, and it is seen that the values

TABLE I. Calculated values of U for transition-metal oxides, compared to values of Anisimov, Zaanen,
and Andersen ~AZA! ~Ref. 6!. Empirical values include representative values from the literature.

Ref. VO MnO FeO CoO NiO

This work 2.7 3.6 4.6 5.0 5.1
AZA 6.7 6.9 6.8 7.8 8.0
Empirical 4.0–4.8 a 7.8–8.8 a 3.5–5.1 a 4.9–5.3 a 6.1–6.7 a

7.0 d 3.9 c, 7.0 d 4.9 c 7.9,b 6.1,c 7.5d

aAnisimov, Zaanen, and Anderson, Ref. 6.
bReference 19.
cReference 20.
dReference 21.
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Empirical values of U (CuMnAs)

… in this way, U is effectively a fitting parameter
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What if…

Large and bistable magnetoresistance signals have been
observed in tunnelling devices with an antiferromagnetic
(AFM) IrMn layer on one side and a non-magnetic metal on

the other side of the tunnel barrier1,2. The work has
experimentally demonstrated the feasibility of a spintronic
concept3–5 in which the electronic device characteristics are
governed by the staggered magnetization axis in an AFM. It has
been shown that the AFM moments can be manipulated via an
exchange-coupled ferromagnet (FM)1,2,6 and that the AFM
magnetoresistance signals can persist to room temperature6. No
stray fields and the relative insensitivity to external magnetic
fields are among the features that make AFMs attractive
complements to the conventionally utilized FMs in the design
of spintronic devices, as highlighted in a recent study of AFM
linear chains of a few Fe atoms7 and in the demonstration of the
concept of an AFM memory8. The possibility to design spintronic
elements based on AFMs becomes even more attractive in the
context of magnetic counterparts of conventional compound
semiconductors, which may enable new devices combining
spintronic and nanoelectronic functionalities. In this paper, we
report the discovery of a new member of this family: tetragonal
epitaxial CuMnAs, a room-temperature AFM whose in-plane lattice
constant matches GaP or Si.

Over the past two decades, the introduction of magnetism into
common semiconductor hosts has driven a number of new
research areas in spintronics. Inspired by spintronics research and
applications based on transition metal ferromagnets (FMs), the
focus has been on magnetic counterparts of semiconductors with
the FM order. (Ga,Mn)As and related (III,Mn)V compounds9–11

have become archetypes among these materials, resulting in
discoveries of new spin-related physical phenomena and device
functionalities. For example, the understanding of spin-orbit-
coupling phenomena has advanced because of experiments in
(Ga,Mn)As from the ohmic transport regime to new realizations
in tunnelling and Coulomb blockade devices12,13. Low Curie
temperatures have prevented the direct integration of (III,Mn)V
FM semiconductors into spintronic technologies. Nevertheless,
new phenomena discovered in (Ga,Mn)As have been subsequently
reported in the room-temperature metal FMs, relevant not only
for basic science but also for practical spintronic applications14–16.

Although a ferromagnetic ground state is rare within magnetic
materials derived from semiconductor compounds and their
Curie temperatures are below room temperature, high Néel
temperature (TN) AFMs can be found, for example, among the
magnetic counterparts of the I–II–V semiconductors (see also
Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Note 1)4,5. The
structures of the non-magnetic semiconductors such as LiZnAs,
NaZnAs, CuZnAs and AgZnAs are closely related to the III–V
zincblende structure, as shown in Fig. 1a,b. By splitting the group
III atom into two elements from groups I and II, their combined
valence equals that of the group III atom. One of the two
elements resides on the zincblende site, whereas the other
occupies one of the tetrahedral interstitial sites that is empty in
the zincblende structure17. An extensively studied magnetic
compound with the same filled zincblende (also called half-
Heusler) crystal structure is CuMnSb (Fig. 1c)18,19. The AFM
coupling of FM (111) planes of this cubic crystal has a frustration
in the magnetic interactions, with half of the Mn nearest-
neigbours coupled antiferromagnetically and half ferromagnetically20.
This frustration leads to the relatively low TN¼ 50 K of CuMnSb
and shows that keeping the same cubic structure as in the non-
magnetic parent I–II–V compound is unfavourable for robust
antiferromagnetism. Moreover, lowering the symmetry from
cubic to, for example, tetragonal enhances the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy phenomena and is therefore favourable for the
concept of AFM spintronics.

LiMnAs and NaMnAs are among the examples of AFM I–II–V
semiconductors4,21–24, whose equilibrium crystal structure
changes from the cubic half-Heusler lattice of their non-
magnetic counterparts to a layered tetragonal structure
(Fig. 1d). This more-anisotropic-crystal arrangement removes
the frustration in the nearest-neighbour magnetic coupling,
resulting in TN’s far above the room temperature. Single-crystal
thin films of the LiMnAs AFM semiconductor were recently
prepared by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on lattice-matched
InAs substrate4,24,25. The inclusion of alkali metal elements
represents, however, a challenge both in terms of the growth and
the stability of devices. Group Ib transition metal elements may
represent the solution to this problem: NaZnAs and AgZnAs are
known to be twin compounds with identical crystal structure and
lattice constants, and CuZnAs is also very similar17. This
has motivated our interest in CuMnAs as a suitable I–Mn–V
AFM compound for spintronics20. The bulk equilibrium phase
of CuMnAs displays room-temperature AFM ordering26, as
confirmed in our recent study of chemically synthesized bulk
samples20. However, the orthorhombic crystal structure (Fig. 1e)

III–V I–II–Va b

CuMnSbc LiMnAsd

CuMnAs orthorhombice CuMnAs tetragonalf

Figure 1 | Unit cell structures of non-magnetic semiconductors and their
magnetic counterparts. (a) III–V zincblende structure. (b) I–II–V half-
Heusler structure. (c) Half-Heusler CuMnSb. (d) Tetragonal LiMnAs.
(e) Orthorhombic CuMnAs. (f) Tetragonal CuMnAs. The bonds in (c),
highlighted in green and red, show the AFM and FM nearest-neighbour-
exchange coupling of Mn present in the half-Heusler CuMnSb. The bonds
in (f), highlighted in green, show that all Mn nearest neighbours are
coupled antiferromagnetically in the tetragonal CuMnAs, which is favorable
for high TN.
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Large and bistable magnetoresistance signals have been
observed in tunnelling devices with an antiferromagnetic
(AFM) IrMn layer on one side and a non-magnetic metal on

the other side of the tunnel barrier1,2. The work has
experimentally demonstrated the feasibility of a spintronic
concept3–5 in which the electronic device characteristics are
governed by the staggered magnetization axis in an AFM. It has
been shown that the AFM moments can be manipulated via an
exchange-coupled ferromagnet (FM)1,2,6 and that the AFM
magnetoresistance signals can persist to room temperature6. No
stray fields and the relative insensitivity to external magnetic
fields are among the features that make AFMs attractive
complements to the conventionally utilized FMs in the design
of spintronic devices, as highlighted in a recent study of AFM
linear chains of a few Fe atoms7 and in the demonstration of the
concept of an AFM memory8. The possibility to design spintronic
elements based on AFMs becomes even more attractive in the
context of magnetic counterparts of conventional compound
semiconductors, which may enable new devices combining
spintronic and nanoelectronic functionalities. In this paper, we
report the discovery of a new member of this family: tetragonal
epitaxial CuMnAs, a room-temperature AFM whose in-plane lattice
constant matches GaP or Si.

Over the past two decades, the introduction of magnetism into
common semiconductor hosts has driven a number of new
research areas in spintronics. Inspired by spintronics research and
applications based on transition metal ferromagnets (FMs), the
focus has been on magnetic counterparts of semiconductors with
the FM order. (Ga,Mn)As and related (III,Mn)V compounds9–11

have become archetypes among these materials, resulting in
discoveries of new spin-related physical phenomena and device
functionalities. For example, the understanding of spin-orbit-
coupling phenomena has advanced because of experiments in
(Ga,Mn)As from the ohmic transport regime to new realizations
in tunnelling and Coulomb blockade devices12,13. Low Curie
temperatures have prevented the direct integration of (III,Mn)V
FM semiconductors into spintronic technologies. Nevertheless,
new phenomena discovered in (Ga,Mn)As have been subsequently
reported in the room-temperature metal FMs, relevant not only
for basic science but also for practical spintronic applications14–16.

Although a ferromagnetic ground state is rare within magnetic
materials derived from semiconductor compounds and their
Curie temperatures are below room temperature, high Néel
temperature (TN) AFMs can be found, for example, among the
magnetic counterparts of the I–II–V semiconductors (see also
Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Note 1)4,5. The
structures of the non-magnetic semiconductors such as LiZnAs,
NaZnAs, CuZnAs and AgZnAs are closely related to the III–V
zincblende structure, as shown in Fig. 1a,b. By splitting the group
III atom into two elements from groups I and II, their combined
valence equals that of the group III atom. One of the two
elements resides on the zincblende site, whereas the other
occupies one of the tetrahedral interstitial sites that is empty in
the zincblende structure17. An extensively studied magnetic
compound with the same filled zincblende (also called half-
Heusler) crystal structure is CuMnSb (Fig. 1c)18,19. The AFM
coupling of FM (111) planes of this cubic crystal has a frustration
in the magnetic interactions, with half of the Mn nearest-
neigbours coupled antiferromagnetically and half ferromagnetically20.
This frustration leads to the relatively low TN¼ 50 K of CuMnSb
and shows that keeping the same cubic structure as in the non-
magnetic parent I–II–V compound is unfavourable for robust
antiferromagnetism. Moreover, lowering the symmetry from
cubic to, for example, tetragonal enhances the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy phenomena and is therefore favourable for the
concept of AFM spintronics.

LiMnAs and NaMnAs are among the examples of AFM I–II–V
semiconductors4,21–24, whose equilibrium crystal structure
changes from the cubic half-Heusler lattice of their non-
magnetic counterparts to a layered tetragonal structure
(Fig. 1d). This more-anisotropic-crystal arrangement removes
the frustration in the nearest-neighbour magnetic coupling,
resulting in TN’s far above the room temperature. Single-crystal
thin films of the LiMnAs AFM semiconductor were recently
prepared by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) on lattice-matched
InAs substrate4,24,25. The inclusion of alkali metal elements
represents, however, a challenge both in terms of the growth and
the stability of devices. Group Ib transition metal elements may
represent the solution to this problem: NaZnAs and AgZnAs are
known to be twin compounds with identical crystal structure and
lattice constants, and CuZnAs is also very similar17. This
has motivated our interest in CuMnAs as a suitable I–Mn–V
AFM compound for spintronics20. The bulk equilibrium phase
of CuMnAs displays room-temperature AFM ordering26, as
confirmed in our recent study of chemically synthesized bulk
samples20. However, the orthorhombic crystal structure (Fig. 1e)
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Figure 1 | Unit cell structures of non-magnetic semiconductors and their
magnetic counterparts. (a) III–V zincblende structure. (b) I–II–V half-
Heusler structure. (c) Half-Heusler CuMnSb. (d) Tetragonal LiMnAs.
(e) Orthorhombic CuMnAs. (f) Tetragonal CuMnAs. The bonds in (c),
highlighted in green and red, show the AFM and FM nearest-neighbour-
exchange coupling of Mn present in the half-Heusler CuMnSb. The bonds
in (f), highlighted in green, show that all Mn nearest neighbours are
coupled antiferromagnetically in the tetragonal CuMnAs, which is favorable
for high TN.
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So what’s out there in CuMnAs…
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• in antiferromagnets, this is a very efficient means 
 of “writing information” 

• microscopically, the effect is simply just 
 linear response - 

• in a given material, it requires spin-orbit interaction 
 and depends on the band structure… 

• … which one should check against experiments
 such as “optics” (ellipsometric determination of 
 permittivity in optical part of spectrum)
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Antiferromagnet/ferromagnet transition in FeRh

The substrate (MgO) lattice constant is verywellmatched to FeRh. At room temperature,
=a 0.4211 nmlc

MgO [33] implies amismatch of only ( )- » - ´ -a a a2 3 10lc
MgO

lc
FeRh

lc
FeRh 3. Assuming that

the in-plane lattice constants of FeRh (axy
FeRh) are dictated by the substrate and that the FeRh unit cell volume

( )a axy z
FeRh 2 FeRh remains unchanged upon this deformation, we arrive at =a 0.2978 nmxy

FeRh and

=a 0.3002 nmz
FeRh for the strainedAF case and =a 0.2982 nmxy

FeRh and =a 0.3030 nmz
FeRh for the strained

FMcase.
The electronic structure of such bulk cubic or tetragonal FeRh crystal was calculatedwithin the local density

approximationwith zeroU andwith spin–orbit interaction taken into account. Interband part of AC
conductivity ( )s winter was then determined assuming Lorentzian broadening of 0.1 eV.

Interband and intraband terms
Permittivity spectra shown infigures 2(a) and (b)were calculated usingWIEN2k taking into account only
interband transitions through ( )s winter . The complete expression for ( )� w reads

Figure 4.Temperature dependence ofmagneticmoment at an appliedfield of 1 T for the studied FeRhfilmswith different thicknesses.
(a) 6 nm, (b) 18 nm, (c) 36 nm, and (d) 100 nm.

Figure 5. Structure of bulk FeRh. In theAF phase (left), the Rh atom (grey) has nomagneticmomentwhile the Femagneticmoments
are ordered as indicated. Except for a different lattice constant (see text), the crystal structure remains unchanged in the FMphase
(right); magneticmoment of the Rh atoms is then non-zero and parallel with that of Fe atoms.
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source. To suppress the laser light coherencewe used a laser speckle reducer (Optotune, LSR-3005-24D-VIS) in
the illumination beam.

3. Reflectivity and transmittance:measurement and ab initiomodelling

Transmittance and reflectivity spectra thatweremeasured simultaneously during the heating and the successive
cooling of the 36 nm thick FeRhfilm are shown infigure 1.We observed that the temperature-induced AF-to-
FMphase transition leads to an increase of the sample transmittance (figure 1(a)) and to a decrease of the sample
reflectivity (figure 1(b)). For example, at 800 nm, themeasured transmittance increase of 1%and the reflectivity
decrease of 3% indicate the film absorption increase of 2%, a change that can be easily detected.We observed
similar behaviourwith other samples as shown in appendixC. Below,we argue that the observed change
originates indeed from the FeRh layer and this invalidates the claims of Rhee and Lynch [17] of no appreciable
change in the dielectric function as the AF-to-FMphase transition in FeRh is traversed.

To complete our claim and to understand the origin of this experimental finding, we performed an ab initio
basedmodel calculation of the spectral formofT andR in the FMandAF phase.Ourmodel assumes amultilayer
structure (1.5 nm thick Ta capping layer, 36 nmof FeRh and an infiniteMgO substrate) as the input to the 4×4
transfermatrix approach for anisotropicmultilayers [22]. The real and imaginary parts of permittivity of the
individualmaterials were calculated using the full-potential linearised-augmented-plane-wavemethod
(WIEN2k package [23]) for FeRh and taken from the literature in the case of Ta [24] andMgO [25]. All
calculations were performed assuming zero temperature and the high (low) temperature phase investigated in
our experiments wasmodelled by assuming the FM (AF)magnetic structure and appropriate lattice constants as
described in appendixB. In there, we also discuss the individual effect of the intra- and inter-band contributions
to permitivity spectra.

Real and imaginary parts of the complex permittivity e e¢ + i are shown in figures 2(a) and (b), respectively.
Obtained transmittance and reflectivity spectra, which are shown infigures 2(c) and (d), agree qualitatively with
themeasurements. In particular, they show an increase (decrease) of transmittance (reflectivity) by a fewpercent

Figure 1.Temperature dependence of the optical response in the 36 nm thick FeRh film. (a)Transmittance (T) and (b) reflectivity (R)
spectrameasured for increasing sample temperature. (c)Temperature dependence of transmittance at 500, 700 and 900 nm. (d)
Temperature dependence of reflectivity at 900 nmwith depicted transition temperatures TAF FM and TFM AF. Arrows indicate the
temperature change direction.
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upon the transition from theAF to FMphase. Quantitative differences between themodel and the experiment,
seen in particular in the reflection, are likely a consequence of the samples being exposed to air. TheXRR
measurements indicate that the Ta capping layer has been oxidised to certain extent, hence its actual optical
propertiesmay be different from those of pure tantalum.

In order to explore further the origin of themeasured change in optical properties, we compared
theoretically the case where bothmagnetic phases were cubic (bulk-like) to the case of thinfilmwhere theywere
tetragonal due to theMgO substrate-induced strains [26] (MgOhas a smaller lattice constant than bulk FeRh).
The strains are smaller in the AF phase than in the FMphase, which has a larger lattice constant in the bulk [26]
and the specific lattice constants used in our calculations are given in appendixB.We found that the substrate-
induced strains do change the permittivity (and consequently the layer transmittance and reflectivity) but the
changes areminute. Our conclusion is therefore that the experimentally observed changes of optical properties
are indeed due to the AF-to-FM transition rather than due to the thin film nature of the studied samples and they
should be equally present also in bulk FeRh samples.

4. Spatially resolvedmeasurements

In contrast to transport and SQUIDmagnetometrymeasurements, optical techniques afford the opportunity to
obtain spatially resolved information on the phase transition in a FeRh sample. Below, we compare the global
and the local look at the 36 nm thick FeRhfilm in transmittance and reflectivity.

Themeasured hysteretic optical properties can be used to evaluate the characteristic temperatures describing
the AF-to-FM (TAF FM) and FM-to-AF (TFM AF) transitions [27]whichwe define as themean temperature
between the onset and end of the optical properties change [28, 29]. These observations by opticalmeans arewell
correlatedwithmagnetometry results (see appendixA), hence reflectivitymeasurements (e.g. as a function of
temperature) can be used as an alternative to the determination ofM(T)using SQUID. Fromdata shown in
figures 1(c) and (d)we obtained =T 351 2AF FM Kand =T 343 2FM AF K, respectively, regardless of the
wavelength at which the transitionwas observed. For practical purposes of detecting the transition, red and
infrared spectral regions are themost suitable in the reflection geometry where the relative change of signal is
around 5%, see figure 1(d). In the transmission geometry, the relative change of the signal is larger than that for

Figure 2.Calculated spectral dependence of optical parameters of the antiferromagnetic (low-temperature) and ferromagnetic (high-
temperature) phase of FeRh for bulk cubic crystal structure and for tetragonal structure in strained thinfilm. (a)Real (e¢) and (b)
imaginary (e ) part of permittivity of FeRh.Multilayer Ta/FeRh/MgO spectra of transmittance (c) and reflectivity (d).
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and aspects related to the Kubo linear-response formalism for
the SOT are given in the Appendixes.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHOD

A. Kubo linear-response formalism for the torkance tensor

Within the local spin density approximation to DFT the
Hamiltonian H can be decomposed as [23]

H = H0 + µBσ · "xc, (1)

where H0 contains kinetic energy, scalar potential, and SOI.
µB is the Bohr magneton, σ = (σx,σy,σz)T is the vector
of Pauli spin matrices, and "xc is the exchange field. We
consider only ferromagnetic systems, where the exchange field
"xc(r) = "xc(r)M̂ is characterized by a position-independent
direction M̂ and a position-dependent amplitude "xc(r). The
relation to the Kohn-Sham effective potentials V eff

majority(r)
and V eff

minority(r) of majority and minority electrons is given
by "xc(r) = 1

2µB
[V eff

minority(r) − V eff
majority(r)]. In response to an

applied electric field a magnetization δM(r) is induced at
position r. As a consequence, the exchange field "xc(r)
is modified by δ"xc(r) = "xc(r)δM(r)/M(r). The resulting
torque T on the magnetization within one unit cell is given
by [24,25]

T =
!

d3rM(r) × δ"xc(r) =
!

d3r"xc(r) × δM(r), (2)

where the integration is over the unit cell volume. Thus, the
torque on the magnetization arises from the component of
δM(r) that is perpendicular to "xc(r). Within linear-response
theory the torque T arising due to an applied electric field E
can be written as T = tE, which defines the torkance tensor t.
From the Kubo formalism we derive the expression tij =
t

I(a)
ij + t

I(b)
ij + t II

ij , where (see Appendix A)

t
I(a)
ij = e

h
Tr⟨TiG

R(EF)vjG
A(EF)⟩,

t
I(b)
ij = − e

h
Re Tr⟨TiG

R(EF)vjG
R(EF)⟩,

t
II
ij = e

h

! EF

−∞
dE Re Tr

"
TiG

R(E)vj

dGR(E)
dE

− Ti

dGR(E)
dE

vjG
R(E)

#
. (3)

Here GR(E) is the retarded Green’s function, GA(E) is the
advanced one, EF is the Fermi energy, e > 0 is the elementary
positive charge, and vi is the ith Cartesian component of the
velocity operator. The torque operator at position r is given by
T(r) = −µBσ × "xc(r), andTi is its ith Cartesian component.

In order to compare theory with experiment, we decompose
the computed torkance into its even and odd parts: t(M̂) =
teven(M̂) + todd(M̂), where teven(M̂) = [t(M̂) + t(−M̂)]/2 and
todd(M̂) = [t(M̂) − t(−M̂)]/2. The same decomposition into
even and odd parts is widely used in the case of the conductivity

tensor σij (M̂) [see also Eq. (A5)]: σij (M̂) = σ even
ij (M̂) +

σ odd
ij (M̂), where σ even

ij (M̂) = [σij (M̂) + σij (−M̂)]/2 and
σ odd

ij (M̂) = [σij (M̂) − σij (−M̂)]/2. Due to the Onsager rela-
tion σij (M̂) = σji(−M̂) the even part of the conductivity tensor
is symmetric, i.e., σ even

ij (M̂) = σ even
ji (M̂), while the odd part

of the conductivity tensor is antisymmetric, i.e., σ odd
ij (M̂) =

−σ odd
ji (M̂). [26] However, in the case of the SOTs, the On-

sager reciprocity dictates that a time-dependent magnetization
M̂(t) induces a current density j(t) = [t( − M̂(t))]T[M̂(t) ×
dM̂(t)

dt
]/V , where V is the unit cell volume [27]. Thus, while

the Onsager reciprocity relates different matrix elements of
the conductivity tensor, it does not relate different matrix
elements of the torkance tensor, but instead relates the SOT
to its inverse. Consequently, the even torkance is, in general,
neither symmetric nor antisymmetric and likewise the odd
torkance is, in general, neither symmetric nor antisymmetric.

We approximate the effect of disorder by a constant band
broadening $, i.e., by setting GR(E) = ![E − H + i$]−1,
where H is the Hamiltonian Eq. (1) [28]. In the case of
anomalous Hall effect (AHE) and SHE this constant $
approximation does not capture the so-called side jump and
skew scattering [29–33]. The computational assessment of for-
mally analogous extrinsic contributions to the torkance is not
considered here and left for future work. Within the constant $
approximation the even torkance is given by (see Appendix A)

teven
ij = e!

2πN
$

kn̸=m

Im[⟨ψkn|Ti |ψkm⟩⟨ψkm|vj |ψkn⟩]

×
%

$(Ekm − Ekn)
[(EF − Ekn)2 + $2][(EF − Ekm)2 + $2]

+ 2$

[Ekn − Ekm][(EF − Ekm)2 + $2]

+ 2
[Ekn − Ekm]2

Im ln
Ekm − EF − i$

Ekn − EF − i$

&
(4)

and the odd torkance is given by

todd
ij = e!

πN
$

knm

$2Re[⟨ψkn|Ti |ψkm⟩⟨ψkm|vj |ψkn⟩]
[(EF − Ekn)2 + $2][(EF − Ekm)2 + $2]

,

(5)

where N is the number of k points used to sample the
Brillouin zone and ψkn and Ekn denote the Bloch function for
band n at k and the corresponding band energy, respectively.

It is instructive to consider the limit of $ → 0, where we
obtain for the even torkance (see Appendix A)

teven
ij

$→0= 2e

N êi ·
$

k

occ$

n

'
M̂ × Im

"
∂ukn

∂M̂

((((
∂ukn

∂kj

#)
(6)

and for the odd torkance

todd
ij

$→0= e!
2$N

$

kn

⟨ψkn|Ti |ψkn⟩⟨ψkn|vj |ψkn⟩δ(EF − Ekn).

(7)
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SOT in a ferromagnet

LLG (Landau-Lifshitz-G
ilbert) e

q.

• example: dilute magnetic semiconductor (Ga,Mn)As,
   critical temperature up to ~190 K

• carriers (   ) coupled to magnetic moments (    )

• on the mean-field level, magnetisation                    feels 
   spin polarization which acts like effective field
• non-equilibrium spin polarization: 
• in equilibrium,            , non-eq. spin pol. induces dynamics of   
   magnetisation described by

H = HKL + Jpd
X

i,I

~SI · ~si�(~ri � ~RI)

~si ~SI

hsi = s0 + �s

~M /
P

I
~SI

µ0he↵ / Jpdhsi

@M

@t
= �M⇥ (B+ µ0he↵) +

↵

Ms

✓
M⇥ @M

@t

◆

~M k s0

Výborný et al. ’09 
Phys Rev B 80, 165204

How to calculate the torque due to CISP

… when the magnetism 
and CISP can be separated

~T =
h

M
�~S ⇥ ~M

where h is obtained from the above 
Hamiltonian by mean-field treatment

Gambardella & Miron ’11 
[10.1098/rsta.2010.0336]


